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•	Development	of	21st	century	skills		
(critical	thinking,	cooperation,	collaboration,	creativity)

•	Mediation	tasks	to	help	learners	explain	concepts	and		
messages	in	order	to	facilitate	understanding	and		
transmit	information

•	 Topic-related	&	text-based	videos
•	 Grammar	&	Writing	videos
•	 Engaging	characters	to	promote	inclusiveness
•	 ICT	tasks	to	encourage	research
•	 Public	speaking	skills	development	tasks
•	 Culture	snippets	&	CLIL	units
•	 Projects,	values	&	creative	tasks
•	 Fun	elements	(memes,	songs,	riddles,	puzzles	and	more)
•	 Effective	combination	of	print	and	digital	resources	allowing		
for	flexible	teaching	in	class,	blended	or	flipped	learning

•	 Optional	Writing	Bank	for	development	of	writing	skills
•	 Review	&	Competences	sections

CARTOON STORY IN EPISODES

30 units in 6 themed modules
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2

CONTENTS

Daily routines | Free-time activities  
CLIL: the time | Hobbies | Sports

Talk about dyscalculia | Free time | CLIL: Time zones | Wonderful hobbies |  
Keith on ice |  monologues

Present simple | Adverbs of frequency | can/can’t

 Talk about your/your friend’s daily routine | talk about your free-time activities |  
ask for/tell the time | talk about hobbies you like/don’t like | talk about sports you can/can’t do |  
Pronunciation (third person singular)

 an article about your free time | a blog comment 

The Alphabet | Cardinal numbers (1-1000) | School items | Colours | My gadgets |  
Months & Seasons | Ordinal numbers (1st-100th) | School subjects | Days of the week | Classroom language |  
Nationalities | house/rooms

Subject – Object pronouns | a/an – the | Plurals | this/these – that/those |  
Possessive adjectives & pronouns – Possessive case | Prepositions of time | The imperative  

introduce yourself & give personal details | ask about age | ask about possession |  
talk about your favourite school subjects   

Family | Appearance/Character | 
Nationalities | House & Rooms | Furniture/Appliances

introduce yourself & others | Same of Different? |  
CLIL: How good is your Geography? | Fantastic Fictional Houses | My new home! |  dialogues | a monologues

to be | have got | wh-questions | there is/there are – some/any | Prepositions of place 

talk about your family | ask for/give personal details | talk about your house |  
talk about furniture & appliances in your house | Intonation: in wh-questions

a blog entry | an email

Hello! 

Round the clock!

All around me!

Units 11-15

(pp. 47-64)

Units 6-10

(pp. 29-45)

(pp. 4-10)

Value hobbies
Culture: schools in Australia/sports in the UK

Project: a quiz
Public Speaking: your avatar character

Places in a town | Means of transport 
CLIL: Geographical features | Fun places

Decide on a place to visit | Big & Small |  
CLIL: How do propellers work? | UAE – the place 2 be! | Come to my party! |  a quiz | an announcement

Comparative form | Superlative form | Comparative – Superlative | must/mustn’t | 
have to – don’t have to

 compare places | describe an imaginary neighbourhood | buy a train ticket |  
talk about geographical features in your country | give directions | Pronunciation th – \T\, \D\

 an article | an email of invitation

Units 1-5

(pp. 11-28)

Value nature
Culture: Oxford St, London Museums

Project: rules
Public Speaking: your ideal town

Value your home
Culture: UK homes & names

Project: design a house
Public Speaking: your family & ideal house
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3

Feelings | Life in the past | Jobs | 
Parts of the body | Wild animals

Describe an accident | The Industrial Revolution | CLIL: Women in history | 
Mythical Creatures | Lulu the hero   a presentation | an announcement

was/were | Past simple | Adverbs – Adverbs of manner

describe feelings | discuss past activities | talk about life in the past |  
ask for/give personal details | describe a visit | describe mythical creatures | Pronunciation: -ed ending

an article about the Ancient Greeks | a story

Food/Drinks | Containers |  
Ways to cook – Cooking verbs

Decide what to eat | Japan Life Blog | CLIL: Solids & Liquids | 
Confusing Choices | Funny face biscuits  dialogues | an advert

will | Countable/Uncountable nouns – some/any | Quantifiers | be going to |  
let’s – Imperative 

decide what to eat | what you eat for breakfast/lunch/dinner/as a snack |  
shop for food | discuss healthy – unhealthy foods/drinks | say how to cook foods 
Pronunciation: \i…\, \I\

a blog comment | a recipe

Holiday activities | Weather | Clothes | 
Amusement parks | Farm animals

Discuss holiday activities | Postcards | CLIL: Onlineshop | Magic Kingdom |  
Lake Farm |  dialogues

Present continuous | Present simple – Present continuous | Reflexive pronouns

discuss what you are doing | talk about the weather | buy clothes |  
talk about the weather & clothes | talk about activities at amusement parks | talk about activities at a farm | 
Pronunciation: -ing \IN\

 a postcard | a text message

Special times!

On the menu!

Units 26-30

(pp. 101-118)

Writing Bank (pp. 119-131)

Projects (pp. 132-135)

Word List (pp. 136-140)

Pronunciation (p. 141)

American English – British English Guide (p. 142)

Irregular Verbs (p. 143)

Value animals
Culture: Cornwall

Project: design an amusement park
Public Speaking: your own camp

Value gender equality
Culture: UK police force; Black Shuck
Project: design a mythical creature

Public Speaking: a mythical creature

Value healthy eating
Culture: UK drinks & breakfast

Project: a menu
Public Speaking: typical dishes

Come rain or shine!

Units 21-25

(pp. 83-100)

Units 16-20

(pp. 65-82)

EPISODE 1 pp. 26-27

EPISODE 2 pp. 44-45

EPISODE 3 pp. 62-63

EPISODE 4 pp. 80-81

EPISODE 5 pp. 98-99

EPISODE 6 pp. 116-117
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The Advertisers
ROLE:  To make a poster inviting pupils/parents to the event. A

BEFORE
• Find out what the other teams 

are going to do for the event. 
• Write the name of the event in 

big letters on the A3 coloured 
paper.

•  Find pictures of your town and 
famous sights and glue them on 
the A3 paper.

• Write short, catchy and easy-to-
read sentences.

•  Give details about the event 
(date, place, time).

•  Make up a slogan or find a quote 
about your town. 

• Put up the poster on your school 
noticeboard and advertise the 
event.

• A3 coloured paper  
• pencils  
• pens  
• markers  
• glue  
• paint  
• other art materials 

VISIT YOUR TOWN

Join us at our ‘Visit London Day’  
and learn all about our city!

SATURDAY, APRIL 15th, 

2 PM – 5 PM,  
MAIN HALL, 
GREENFOREST SCHOOL

 • Take an interactive tour of London. 

 • Watch videos about famous landmarks.

 • See amazing models of London’s sights.  

“When a man is tired of London, he is tired 

of life.” Samuel Johnson.

VISIT 
LONDON 
DAY

GREENFOREST 

SCHOOLGREENFOREST 

SCHOOL

Getting started
Before you begin, have a 
discussion about the event.       
Use the following questions. 

Do you ever visit other towns or 
cities in your country? 
Is there a town/city you want to 
visit? 
What do you like doing when 
you visit a new town/city? 
Say a few things a visitor enjoys 
when visiting your town (sights, 
food, activities, etc.).

The event
You are going to 
organise a visit-
your-town day. You 
are going to form 
four groups. Each 
group must do 
something different 
for the event. Read 
and follow the 
ideas. 

After the event
Look at the photos from 
the Documentary Team 
and choose the best ones. 
Work together to make a 
photo collage about the 
event. Put the poster up 
for all the school to see. 
Have a discussion: ‘What 
would you change if you 
did the event again?’

1 32

SAMPLE PAGE PROJECT
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29MODULE 2

ROUND THE CLOCK!

daily routine  | free-time activities  | the time | hobbies  |  sports

adverbs of frequency  |  can

 Present simple  |  prepositions of time  

★ ★ ★ ★ ★

1 Match the questions to the 
pictures. 

 1 Who makes robots in his 
free time?

 2 When does school in 
Australia start?

 3 What time does Peter have 
Science on Monday?

 4 What is Andrew Garfield’s 
favourite hobby?

 5 In which country is cricket 
the national sport?

 Go through the units (6-10). 
Answer the questions.

A

B

C

D
vida

20 hours ago

pet10

1 day ago

paul.jj

3 days ago

mrdSp

4 hours ago
E

jean

2 days ago

#spiderman #andrewgarfield 
#favouriteactor #loveSpider-Man

#school #scienceclass
#schoollab #lovescience

#cricket #lovecricket
#myteam #greatgame

#robotics #roboticsclub 
#friendstogether

#school #love school #first day
#January23rd #9am #uniform

How busy is
your everyday 

life?

Contents of 
module

Module opener – 
questions to 

familiarise students 
with content of 

module

Development of critical 
thinking skills – evaluation
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30 MODULE 2

DAY IN, DAY OUT!

READING

1  Listen and say three things Olivia needs help with.

2 Complete the sentences with the correct words.

 1 Olivia’s mum helps her have  .......................................................  in the morning.
 2 Olivia needs help to count  ........................................................................................  .
 3 Olivia’s dad tells her when to go to  ........................................................................  .
 4 Olivia can’t tell the  ........................................................................................................  .

3    How can these activities help a child with dyscalculia?

• play board games  • help with cooking  • use Maths apps on phone 

 Watch the video. What is dyscalculia?  
Where does it come from?

on + days: 
on Monday
in + part of day: 
in the morning
at + time: at 10:00 

 Ted: Hey, Mia. Look at this video. It’s about this girl, Olivia. She’s got dyscalculia!
 Mia:  What’s that?
 Ted: Well, Olivia’s 13 years old but every morning her mum helps her have breakfast. 
 Mia:  Really? Why?
 Ted: Because it’s difficult for her to understand how much milk fits in a bowl!
 Mia:  Oh! Does she find numbers difficult, too?
 Ted: Yes, her friends help her count the money she needs to buy lunch. And her dad 

tells her when to go to bed every night. 
 Mia:  Hm!  I see!  Just like you! Mum tells you to go to bed at 10:00 every night, 

but you never do.  
 Ted: I can tell the time, duh! I just watch videos 

before I go to bed. It’s research!
 Mia:  Research? Really?
 Ted: Yes! And that’s how you know about 

dyscalculia now! Ha ha!

• dyscalculia  • fit  • count  • money  
• tell the time  • research

Topic-related videos 
introducing the 

theme of the dialogue 
for flipped lesson use

Formulaic 
expressions are 

introduced

Tasks developing 
critical thinking 

skills

Tasks 
developing 

reading skills
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31MODULE 2

In Australia, the school year goes from late 
January to mid-December. It lasts 200 days. 
Is it the same in your country?

 ❯ verb + s I eat – he eats, I like – he likes
 ❯ verb -ss/-sh/-ch/-x/-o + es I go – he goes,  

I wash – she washes
 ❯ verb ending in a consonant + y → y + -ies  

I cry – he cries
 ❯ BUT verbs ending in vowel + -y + -s I enjoy – he enjoys

*Find examples in the dialogue on p. 30.

SPEAKING

8 Use your notes in Ex.5 to tell the class your 
partner’s daily routine. Use sequence words.

I/you play
he/she/it plays
we/you/they play

 ❯ habits/routines. I go to school at 8:00 am.

Time adverbs/phrases usually, often, every day/week, etc.

3rd-person singular – spelling rules

5  Tell each other about your daily 
routine. Make notes.

GRAMMAR

VOCABULARY
Daily routines

4 Fill in: do, have, go, get or play. 

6 Complete the text with the verbs in the list 
in the correct form of the present simple.   

• chat  • finish  • have  • get up  • go (x2)  • do  
• watch  • catch  • walk

Hi! My name is Joe and I’m 13 years old. On weekdays, 
I 1) ............................... early every morning. 
First, I 2) ............................... breakfast with my sister 
Rosie and then we 3) ............................... the bus to school.
After we 4) ............................... school, Rosie 
5) ............................... to basketball practice and I 
6) ............................... back home. In the afternoon, we 
7) ............................... our homework. After dinner, I 
8) ............................... TV and Rosie 9) ............................... with 
her friends online, before we 10) ............................... to 
bed at 10:00.

Present simple (affirmative) “

“ Sequence words

We use first, then and after that to show sequence 
of events. In the morning, I get up at early. First,  
I have a shower. Then I get dressed. After that,  
I have breakfast.

PRONUNCIATION

7  Write the third-person singular. Listen 
and tick. Listen and repeat.

      \s\ \z\ \Iz\
 1 (have)  has    
 2 (push)  ............................   
 3 (try)  ............................   
 4 (finish)  ............................   
 5 (eat)  ............................   
 6 (walk)  ............................   

AT NOON  IN THE AFTERNOON

IN THE EVENING

1) .......... up brush teeth

6)  .......... lunch

8)  .......... dinner

2)  .......... a shower

come back home

9)   .......... video 
games

IN THE MORNING

4)  .......... breakfast3)  .......... dressed 5)  .......... to school

7)  .......... homework

10)  .......... to 
bed

watch 
videos

31MODULE 2

In Australia, the school year goes from late 
January to mid-December. It lasts 200 days. 
Is it the same in your country?

 ❯ verb + s I eat – he eats, I like – he likes
 ❯ verb -ss/-sh/-ch/-x/-o + es I go – he goes,  

I wash – she washes
 ❯ verb ending in a consonant + y → y + -ies  

I cry – he cries
 ❯ BUT verbs ending in vowel + -y + -s I enjoy – he enjoys

*Find examples in the dialogue on p. 30.

SPEAKING

8 Use your notes in Ex.5 to tell the class your 
partner’s daily routine. Use sequence words.

I/you play
he/she/it plays
we/you/they play

 ❯ habits/routines. I go to school at 8:00 am.

Time adverbs/phrases usually, often, every day/week, etc.

3rd-person singular – spelling rules

5  Tell each other about your daily 
routine. Make notes.

GRAMMAR

VOCABULARY
Daily routines

4 Fill in: do, have, go, get or play. 

6 Complete the text with the verbs in the list 
in the correct form of the present simple.   

• chat  • finish  • have  • get up  • go (x2)  • do  
• watch  • catch  • walk

Hi! My name is Joe and I’m 13 years old. On weekdays, 
I 1) ............................... early every morning. 
First, I 2) ............................... breakfast with my sister 
Rosie and then we 3) ............................... the bus to school.
After we 4) ............................... school, Rosie 
5) ............................... to basketball practice and I 
6) ............................... back home. In the afternoon, we 
7) ............................... our homework. After dinner, I 
8) ............................... TV and Rosie 9) ............................... with 
her friends online, before we 10) ............................... to 
bed at 10:00.

Present simple (affirmative) “

“ Sequence words

We use first, then and after that to show sequence 
of events. In the morning, I get up at early. First,  
I have a shower. Then I get dressed. After that,  
I have breakfast.

PRONUNCIATION

7  Write the third-person singular. Listen 
and tick. Listen and repeat.

      \s\ \z\ \Iz\
 1 (have)  has    
 2 (push)  ............................   
 3 (try)  ............................   
 4 (finish)  ............................   
 5 (eat)  ............................   
 6 (walk)  ............................   

AT NOON  IN THE AFTERNOON

IN THE EVENING

1) .......... up brush teeth

6)  .......... lunch

8)  .......... dinner

2)  .......... a shower

come back home

9)   .......... video 
games

IN THE MORNING

4)  .......... breakfast3)  .......... dressed 5)  .......... to school

7)  .......... homework

10)  .......... to 
bed

watch 
videos

Pronunciation 
patterns

Communicative 
tasks activating 
new language

Culture snippets familiarising 
students with the culture of 

the target language

Vocabulary 
presentation 

in digital form

Vocabulary 
practice 

tasks

Vocabulary 
activation 

tasks

Lexico-
grammatical 

tasks

Grammar 
videos

presenting the 
structures
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32 MODULE 2

FREE TIME AROUND THE WORLD

Hi! I’m Andy and I’m 11 years old. I’m from New York 

but I live in Swansea, Wales with my parents and my 

sister, Ann. My weekdays are busy so I don’t have 

much free time. I go to school in the mornings and 

then I have  football practice before I do my 

homework. 
 

In my free time I play online games with my 

friends. My parents think I spend too much 

time in front of the screen but I don’t 

agree. I also build robots. My sister 

doesn’t like online games. She cooks in 

her free time. She loves it but I think 

it’s boring. At the weekend, I hang 

out with my friends. We watch a 

film or play a sport.

 Watch the video. What does Andy do in his free time? 

A B C

• busy  • spend time  • screen  • agree  • boring

Meet Andy

What about you? What do you do in your                 ?

READING

1 Read the article quickly. What is it about?

2 Answer the questions. Who, Andy or Ann, …

 1 cooks in their free time?
 2 likes sports?

 3 hates online games?
 4 hangs out with their friends?

3   “All work and no play makes Jack a dull boy.” Do you agree? Discuss.

Text based 
videos 

for flipped 
lesson use

Variety of reading 
genres (articles, blogs, 

emails, etc)

Tasks developing 
reading skills
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33MODULE 2

SPEAKING

5 Which of the activities in Ex. 4 do you do in 
your free time?

GRAMMAR

VOCABULARY
Free-time activities

4  Choose the correct activities. Listen and 
check.

6 Put the verbs in brackets in the present 
simple and complete the short answers.

 1 A:   ...................................................  (Helen/play)  
a sport?

  B: No, she .................. . She  .................................  
(not/like) sports.

 2 A:   ................................................................  (they/ 
hang out) with their friends?

  B: No, they .................. . They  .............................  
  ................  (not/live) close to their house.

 3 A:   ....................................  (Alex/build) robots?
  B: Yes, he .................. . He  ....................................  

(not/cook), though.
 4 A:   ........................................................  (you/text)  

your friends every day?
  B: Yes, I ................. , but I ............................. (not/

chat) online with them in the morning.
 5 A:    ..................................................... (you/watch)  

TV in the evening?
  B: No, we .................. . We  ....................................   

(chat) online.

LISTENING

7 a)  Listen to Sam. What is he talking 
about?

 b)  Listen again and decide if the 
sentences (1-5) are T (True) or F (False).

 1 Sam is from the USA.
 2 He has got one sister and one brother.
 3 Sam doesn’t like shopping.
 4 Sam cooks in his free time.
 5 His sister plays music in her free time.

WRITING (an article)

8 Write a short article about your free time 
activities. Follow the plan.

 1 build robots/ 
cook

 2 play football/ 
hang out with friends

 3 go shopping/ 
text friends 

 4 watch films/ 
watch football

 5 read a book/ 
listen to music

 6 chat online/ 
go for a walk

 7 play online games/ 
play a sport

 8 watch TV/ 
spend time with family

Negative

I/you/we/they don’t play football.
He/she/it doesn’t play football.

Interrogative Short answers

Do I/you/we/they play 
football?
Does he/she/it play 
football?

Yes, I/you/we/they do.
No, I/you/we/they don’t.
Yes, he/she/it does.
No, he/she/it doesn’t.

*Find examples in the text on p. 32.

personal details – free-time activities 
you/your siblings like/not like

p. 122

Present simple (negative – 
interrogative/short answers)

How much time 

do you spend with your family?

 What do you do?

Plan

Simple, concise 
plans at a glance

Reflection

Tasks 
developing 

listening skills

Writing videos 
helping students 

understand 
structure of 

writing tasks
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TIME ZONES

MODULE 2

 Watch the video. Why have  
we got time zones?

There is an imaginary line across the Earth 
from north to south. Time zones to the east of 
this line are ahead, so we add hours. Time 
zones to the west are behind, so we subtract. 
Most countries have one time zone. Other 
countries have more. Russia has got 11.

Amy lives in London. It’s 4 pm on Friday 
afternoon. She wants to call her cousin, Mark, 
in Sydney, Australia. Sydney is 10 time zones 
to the east of London, so Amy adds 10 hours. 
She decides not to call Mark. Why?

READING

1   Listen and read the text. Solve the problem.

2 Read the text and choose the correct word.

 1 The imaginary line goes from east to west/north to south.
 2 We add/subtract hours to find the time in countries to the west of the line.
 3 There are eleven time zones in Russia/the world.

3  It’s 4 am in London. What time is it in Ottawa? Circle.

• time zone  • imaginary • line  
• north  • south  • east  • ahead  
• add  • west  • subtract

CLIL units to help students explore the 
language through familiar concepts from 

other subject areas (geography, history, etc)

Development 
of 21-century 

skills
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35MODULE 2

SPEAKING

7  ICT   How many time zones are in the 
USA? What are their names? Which states 
belong to each? Collect information. Tell the 
class.

If you look at the numbers  
on my face, you won’t find 13 

any place. What am I?

5  Ask and answer.

LISTENING

6  Listen and fill in the missing times.

PETER’S TIMETABLE

9:00
10:00
1)
11:30
2)
3)
4)

Science
BREAK

Art
PE

LUNCH
Maths
English

Time Monday

VOCABULARY
The time

4  Listen and say.

(a) quarter past eight/ 
eight fifteen

 eight o’clock

ten to nine/ 
eight fifty

half past eight/ 
eight thirty

(a) quarter to nine/
eight forty-five

EVERYDAY ENGLISH
Asking for/Telling the time

 twenty past eight/
eight twenty

• (Excuse me.) What 
time is it, please?
• Thank you./Thanks.

• It’s (eight o’clock, 
half past six etc)
• You’re welcome.

5

2

7

 A: What time is it? 
 B: It’s (a) quarter past three./It’s three fifteen.
 A: Thanks.
 B: You’re welcome.

6

1

4
3

Pairwork

Research tasks 
and groupwork

Riddles related to 
content of unit

Notions & 
functions for 

everyday 
communication
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HOBBIES

MODULE 2

Gigi Hadid

READING

1 Read the text quickly. Who likes gardening? 

2  Listen and read the text. Decide if the sentences are T (True) or F (False).

 1 Gigi Hadid loves surfing.
 2 Andrew Garfield loves working with wood.
 3 Johnny Depp builds chairs.
 4 Johnny Depp and Andrew Garfield love playing the guitar.

Think of three reasons 
we need to have a 
hobby. Tell the class.

  Watch the video. Who collects dolls?
 Andrew Garfield Johnny Depp

Hobbies are fun, interesting and they help us relax. 
Let’s find out what celebrities do  
for fun.

• celebrity  • fashion model  
• build chairs  • actor  • wood  
• collect  • disagree  

Gigi Hadid is a great fashion 

model. She loves painting, 

gardening and cooking. She 

sometimes builds chairs. That’s 

right! As she says, ”I find it fun to 

try something new.”

Johnny Depp is a famous actor with lots of hobbies. He 

loves reading, playing the guitar and painting. The Pirates 

of the Caribbean star also collects things.  He usually 

collects celebrity dolls and things from his films. Do you 

think dolls are for children? Johnny Depp disagrees.

Andrew Garfield is a talented actor. He is a fantastic Spider-Man and very good at woodwork.  He often makes things from wood. It relaxes him. He also loves reading, playing the guitar and surfing.

Values sections to 
develop students’ social 
and interpersonal skills
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37MODULE 2

like/don’t like/+ -ing form

VOCABULARY
Hobbies

3 Which of these hobbies do/don’t you like 
doing? Tell your partner.

  I like reading. I don’t like gardening.

always 100%
usually 75%
often 50%
sometimes 25%
never 0%

Adverbs of frequency tell us how often something 
happens. They go before the main verb, but after the 
verb to be. He sometimes makes jewellery. He is never 
late for his dance class.
*Find examples in the text on p. 36.

Adverbs of frequency

 1 gardening  2 surfing

 3 reading  4  working with wood

 5  making jewellery  6 painting

 7  taking photographs  8  playing the guitar

GRAMMAR

5   Prepare a quiz for your classmates to 
find out what their favourite hobbies are.

6 Collect the quizzes. Write a short paragraph. 
Present the findings to the class.

  Most of our classmates like … . 
  Some enjoy … . Very few like … . 
  None our classmates like … .

FAVOURITE HOBBIES

SEX: MALE: FEMALE: 

Which hobbies do you like? Tick (✓).

gardening
dancing etc.
Other: ...............................................

4 Put the words in the correct order to make 
full sentences.

 1 often/we/go surfing/on Saturdays 
We often go surfing on Saturdays.

 2 does gardening/he/at the weekend/
sometimes 
 ..................................................................................... 
 .....................................................................................

 3 watches TV/never/Anna/in the morning 
 ..................................................................................... 
 .....................................................................................

 4 usually/I/cook pizza/on Mondays 
 ..................................................................................... 
 .....................................................................................

 5 is/late/always/for painting classes/Bob 
 ..................................................................................... 
 .....................................................................................

 6 Jane and Sam/make things from wood/
often 
 ..................................................................................... 
 .....................................................................................

Projects 
developing 

students’ creative 
skills
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I     SPORTS!

MODULE 2

READING

1 Read the text. Is figure skating an Olympic sport?

2 Complete the sentences with the correct word. Two words are extra.

• ice  • national  • hockey  • skating  • exciting  • football  

 1 Canadians enjoy playing ............................ .
 2 Keith watches ice ............................ on TV.
 3 Keith is very good at figure ............................ .
 4 Keith can jump and spin before he lands on the ............................ .

 Watch the video. Circle the countries where ice hockey is the national sport.

• Ireland  • Canada  • Czech Republic  • Jamaica  
• Brazil  • Iceland

Hi! I’m Keith. I’m 13 and I’m from Ottawa, Canada. 
Canadians love football, but our national sport is ice 
hockey. I watch ice hockey on TV, but I can’t actually 

play it. My favourite sport is figure skating. I can 
skate very well. Figure skating is an Olympic sport. 
It’s very difficult. I have lessons three times a week 
and I work hard. Now I can jump, spin and land on 

the ice – and I don’t fall over! I enjoy figure skating 
because it’s exciting. What about you? Can you 

skate? What’s your favourite sport?

• figure skating  • jump  • spin  • land  • ice   
• fall over

ICT   Cricket is the national sport of 
England. Which other countries have 
cricket as their national sport?

3  Listen to the text. 
Why does Keith like figure 
skating?

What Americans  
call soccer is what the 

British call football, and 
what the Americans  

call football is what the 
British call American 

football.
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39MODULE 2

 1 Ann ..................... do karate, but she 
..................... play football.

 2 Jim and Tina ..................... do karate, but they 
..................... play tennis.

 3 Paul ..................... play football, but he 
..................... do gymnastics.

 4 Tina ..................... do gymnastics, but she 
..................... play tennis.

SPEAKING

6  Use the table in Ex. 5 to ask and 
answer questions. What about you?

 A: Can Paul and Tina play tennis?
 B: Yes, they can.

WRITING (A blog comment)

7 What is your favourite sport? Write a 
comment on Keith’s blog. Follow the plan.

karate tennis football gymnastics

Jim
Ann
Paul
Tina

✗

✗ ✗

✗

✗

✗

✗

✓ ✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓ ✓

✓

VOCABULARY
Sports

4  List the sports under the headings. 
Listen and check.

5 Look at the table and fill in can or can’t.

Affirmative I/You/He, etc. can play tennis.

Negative I/You/He, etc. can’t play tennis.

Interrogative Can I/you/he, etc. play tennis?

Short answers
Yes, I/you/he, etc. can.
No, I/you/he, etc. can’t.

We use can to express ability. I can swim, but I can’t 
play ice hockey.

*Find examples in the text on p. 38.

 1 baseball  2 bowling  3 cricket

 4 curling  5 gymnastics  6 ice hockey

 9  skateboarding  10  table tennis

 7 karate  8 rugby

can/can’t (ability)

play + ball games/competitive sports 
e.g. play tennis, play basketball
do + fun activities/games without a ball 
e.g. do gymnastics
go + -ing activities e.g. go skiing

GRAMMAR

opening: Hi Keith! Nice blog!/I love your 
blog. …
name – age – favourite sport
how often you play it – why you like it
closing: Can’t wait for your next post!

p. 123

Plan

Personalised 
writing tasks

Writing bank with 
optional tasks for 
development of 

writing skills
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PUBLIC SPEAKING

MODULE 2

1 Decide on the title (A or B) that best  attracts 
the audience’s attention.

 

Beginning

PRESENT YOUR AVATAR CHARACTER
Thinking of a title

2 Choose the introductions that grab your 
attention.

 A Hello! I’m Jane Smith. Who is Sina? Let’s find 
out!

 B Hello, everyone. I’m Jane Smith. Are you 
ready to meet Sina?

 C Hi, I’m Jane Smith. This is my avatar.

Main points (Brainstorming)
3 List Jane’s ideas under the headings.

• get up at 7:00  • painting  • figure skating  
• have breakfast/lunch/dinner  • go to bed 
• catch the bus to school  • chat online   
• do homework  • hang out with friends   
• ice hockey  • play online games

4 Which ending is more appropriate?

 1 My avatar is fantastic! Any questions? … 
Thanks for listening.

 2 Well, this is my avatar.

5  Listen to Jane’s presentation. How 
successful is she?

Ending

 Now decide on his/her
 daily routine. Draw pictures.

  What time does he/she get up?
  What does he/she do in the morning?
  What does he/she do in the 

afternoon?
  What does he/she do in the evening?
  What time does he/she go to bed?

  Present your 
avatar to the 
class.

 Think of your avatar 
character.

  Who is he/she?
  Where does he/she live?
  How old is he/she?

 Decide on his/her 
favourite free-time 
activities, hobbies 
and sports.

 Which 
avatar do 
you like? 
Why?

To start a presentation think of 
an interesting title.

Begin with a question to grab 
the audience’s attention.

End your presentation answering 
the question at the beginning. 4

Activities to help students develop 
their public speaking skills

Tips for 
effective 

presentations

Steps helping 
students prepare 

and give their 
presentations
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REVIEW

VOCABULARY

1 Complete with: chat,  
go (x2), do, play, come, 
spend, watch, text, listen.

......./10

2 Write the times in words.

 1 11:15   .......................................................
 2 9:45   .......................................................
 3 4:30   .......................................................
 4 7:20   .......................................................
 5 6:35   .......................................................

......./10

3 Write the correct word.

 1 It’s fun to make j _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .

 2 I enjoy g _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.

 3 He loves p _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .

 4 He’s good at s _ _ _ _ _ _ .

 5 She can play the g _ _ _ _ _ .
......./10

4 Complete with play, do or go.

 1 ......................... gymnastics
 2 ......................... table tennis
 3 ......................... skateboarding
 4 ......................... baseball
 5 ......................... karate

......./10

Lisa and Alice are sisters. They are both 14 years 
old. They 1) ........................... to school together 
every morning and 2) ........................... back 
home in the afternoon. They 3) ........................... 
their homework and then they 4) ......................... 
TV or 5) ........................... video games. 
Sometimes, they 6) ........................... online or 
7) ........................... to music. They don’t 
8) ........................... friends in the evenings. They 
9) ........................... time with their family. Lisa 
and Alice 10) ........................... to bed at 10 
o’clock.

GRAMMAR
5 Put the verbs in brackets into the correct 

form of the present simple.

 1 Charlie  ........................... (not/like) gardening.
 2   ..................................................... (you/get up) at  

7 o’clock on weekdays?
 3 I  ........................................ (not/walk) to school.
 4   .............................................. (Tim/play) football  

every Saturday?
 5 He  .........................................  (watch) sports on  

TV every weekend.
......./10

6 Put the adverb of frequency into the correct 
place.

 1 Beth ................. does ................. her homework 
before dinner. (usually)

 2 I ................. go ................. bowling. (sometimes)
 3 They ................. are ................. late for karate 

lessons. (never)
 4 We ................. go ................. to the park at the 

weekend. (often)
 5 Robert ................. chats ................. online in 

the evenings. (always)
......./10

7 Complete with can/can’t.

 1 Alan ...................... swim. (✗)
 2 We ...................... play basketball. (✓)
 3 ...................... they play cricket? (?)
 4 Lucy ...................... cook very well. (✗)
 5 I ...................... build robots. (✓)

......./10

SPEAKING
8 Complete with: o’clock, welcome, Excuse me, 

Thanks, half past.

 A: 1) ..................................., have you got the time?
 B: It’s 2) .................................... six.
 A: Thank you. 
 B: You’re 3) .................................... .

 A: What time is it, please?
 B: It’s three 4) .................................... .
 A: 5) .....................................

......./10

Review sections for students to 
review content of module
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42 MODULE 2

Now 

I can …

42 MODULE 2

REVIEW

Vocabulary
✓ talk about daily routine & 

free-time activities
✓ tell the time
✓ talk about hobbies & sports

Reading
✓ understand a dialogue about 

dyscalculia (read for detail – 
complete sentences)

✓ understand an article about 
free-time activities (skim – read 
for specific information & main 
ideas – answer questions)

✓ understand a text about time 
zones (read for detail – multiple 
choice)

✓ understand an article about 
hobbies (read for specific 
information – T/F statements)

✓ understand a blog entry about a 
sport (scan – read for detail & 
main ideas – complete sentences)

Listening
✓ listen to a dialogue about free 

time (listen for gist/detail – T/F)
✓ listen to a monologue identifying 

times (listen for detail – gap fill)

Speaking
✓ describe my daily routine & 

free-time activities
✓ ask for/tell the time
✓ express likes/dislikes
✓ talk about abilities
✓ present a character

Writing
✓ write an article about my 

free-time activities
✓ write a comment to a blog about 

my favourite sport 

READING & WRITING

10 a) Read the email and complete the gaps 
with and (x2), or, before or after.

......./10

 b) Decide if the sentences (1-5) are T (True) 
or F (False).

 1 Anna is in Italy.  ........
 2 Anna goes to bed at 19:30.  ........
 3 Anna can’t play cricket.  ........
 4 John is Anna’s friend.  ........
 5 John likes painting.  ........

......./10
TOTAL ......./100

LISTENING

9  Listen and for each question choose the 
correct picture.

 1 What time does Bob have tennis?

A B C

 2 Which is Mary’s hobby?

A B C

 3 What sport is Bob good at?

A B C

......./10

Hi! I’m Anna. I’m 11 years old 1) ......................... I live in 
Milan, Italy. My weekdays are very busy. 2) ......................... 
I do my homework, I watch videos 3) ......................... I go 
to bed at 9:30. In my free time, I hang out with my friends. 
We watch a film 4)  .........................we play cricket. We 
sometimes go bowling. My brother John is 14. John doesn’t 
like cricket. He thinks it is difficult. He loves painting 
5) ......................... he likes gardening. 

Competences section for 
students to evaluate themselves
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Fun tasks boosting 
students’ thinking 
skills & vocabulary

Thinking 
puzzles

Catchy songs 
linked to the 
theme of the 

module

Theme-related 
idioms are 
introduced
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EPISODE 2
Listen to and read the episode. 

What do the #CodeCrackers find?

HELLO! IS THE 
PROFESSOR HERE? 
WE’VE GOT SOME 

QUESTIONS ABOUT 
OUR PROJECT.

WELL, HIS CAR’S IN THE CAR 
PARK. HE DRIVES THIS OLD MG 

ROADSTER. HEY, HAS EVERYONE 
GOT THEIR TABLETS AND 

CAMERAS?

HE USUALLY WORKS EVERY 
DAY, BUT HE’S NOT HERE 

TODAY. I’M AFRAID I DON’T 
KNOW WHERE HE IS.

ARE YOU KIDDING, LEO? I’VE EVEN 
GOT A DRONE IN MY BACKPACK!

OH? PERHAPS 
HE’S ILL.

HE ALWAYS PHONES WHEN HE’S 
ILL. HE USUALLY COMES IN AT  
9 O’CLOCK EVERY MORNING.

WELL, THANKS ANYWAY. WE CAN 
COME BACK TOMORROW. 

BYE FOR NOW!

I HOPE THE PROFESSOR’S 
IN HIS OFFICE.

SO DO I! WE’VE GOT 
LOTS OF QUESTIONS 

ABOUT OUR PROJECT.

44 MODULE 2

Comic strip in episodes – 
fully animated
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NOW I’M REALLY WORRIED. LET ME 

GO AND LOOK FOR HIM.

YES, I KNOW!
YOU CAN’T MISS IT!

GUYS, I FEEL REALLY 
STRANGE! DO YOU?

HEY, LOOK! THAT’S 
THE PROFESSOR’S 

CIPHER DISK! COOL!

THAT’S STRANGE! HE TAKES THAT 
DISK EVERYWHERE WITH HIM. HE 

WORKS ON IT EVERY DAY.

OH DEAR! WHERE IS HE? HIS 
CAR’S IN THE CAR PARK!

WELL DONE! 
NOW WHAT?

I THINK THAT’S IT!

LATER THAT 
AFTERNOON ….

OK, BUT BE CAREFUL! 
DON’T BREAK ANYTHING!

I LOVE BREAKING CODES. I 
WORK ON THEM A LOT IN 

MY FREE TIME.

WHO WANTS TO TRY 
AND CRACK THE CODE 

ON THE DISK?

• office  • afraid  • ill  • strange  • worried  • careful  
• break  

45MODULE 2
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Comic strip activities –  
CLIL/Culture/Research/Think!

ICT tasks to help 
students develop 

their research skills

Reading 
comprehension

Culture

Creative 
tasks

Dramatisation
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WRITING

Hi! I’m Max. I’m 12 and I 1) ................................ in 
London. My weekdays 2) ................................ very 
busy, but after I 3) ................................  my 
homework, I 4) ................................ online before 
I 5) ................................  to bed. At the weekends, 
I 6) ................................ out with my friends. We 
watch a film or 7) ................................ sports. My 
brother Ryan 8) ................................ robots. He 
9) ................................ it, but I 
10) ................................ it’s boring.  

FREE TIME

1 Read the rubric. Use the underlined words to 
complete the sentences.

    
 

 1 You need to write a(n)  ........................................ 
for  ............................................................................ .

 2 You need to write about  ................................. .
 3 You need to write .................................................. 

words.

2 Read the article and complete the gaps with 
the verbs in the list in the correct form.

• do  • go  • play  • build  • love  • live  • think  
• be  • chat  • hang

3 Find compound sentences in the article in 
Ex. 2.

4 Complete with and, or, before, but or after.

 1 We have lunch ................... then we play 
video games.

 2 She goes to bed ................... she reads a book.
 3 He plays online games ................... he goes to 

bed.
 4 At weekends, we watch a film ................... we 

play sports.
 5 Mum tells me to go to bed at 9:00 every 

night ................... I never do. I go to bed at 
10:00.

5 a) Make notes under the headings 
in your notebook.

• your name  • where you are from   
•  free-time activities you/your siblings like/

not like

 b) Use your notes to write your article for 
the online magazine. Use appropriate linkers 
and phrases from the Useful Language box.

Personal details

• Hi , I’m …. /Hi there! I’m … .
• I’m … years old and I’m from … .

Describing free-time activities

•  I play video games/watch videos, etc. before I 
go to bed.

•  At the weekends, I spend time with my family/
hang out with friends, etc.

•  My brother/sister plays video games/goes 
shopping, etc.

Linkers and/or/before/after/but
We use certain linkers to form compound sentences.
 ❯ We use and to link similar ideas. I play football and 

watch videos.
 ❯ We use or to connect two or more possibilities. We 

play online games or we watch TV. 
 ❯ We use before to show that an action happens earlier 

than another action. Before I go to bed, I chat 
online./I chat online before I go to bed.

 ❯ We use after to show that an action happens later 
than another action. After I have dinner, I watch TV. I 
watch TV after I have  dinner.

 ❯ We use but to express contrast. My sister watches TV 
in the evening but I don’t.

An article about my free-time 
activities

  An international teens online magazine 
wants its readers to send in short articles 
about their favourite free-time activities. 
Write your article for the magazine. Write: 
your name; where you are from; activities 
you/your siblings like/not like doing in your 
free time (50-60 words).

Optional writing 
development tasks

Writing tips

Model

Brainstorming

Rubric analysis

Useful language table with 
sentences/phrases related 

to each writing task
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Home Blog contact

3 Read and choose the best reasons.

 1 Karate is difficult.
  a It takes a lot of practice to become good 

at it.
  b My dad doesn’t like it.
 2 Rugby is wonderful.
  a My friend plays rugby, too.
  b It helps me keep fit.
 3 Skateboarding is exciting.
  a I can’t cross the roads.
  b It’s good exercise.
 4 I like playing ice hockey.
  a I have got free time.
  b I meet new people.

4 Copy the spidergram into your 
notebook. Complete it with information 
about your favourite sport.

5 Use your notes in Ex. 4 to write your blog 
comment for Ex. 1. Support your opinion 
with reasons. Use phrases from the Useful 
Language box.

Introducing yourself/Greeting blogger

• Hi, … . I’m … and I really enjoy your blog.
• Great blog!  • Love your blog!
• Your blog is nice/cool/fun.

Commenting

• I like …, too.  • I don’t really like … . I just love … .
•  On Saturdays/Sundays, I often/usually/always, 

etc.
• It’s fun/exciting/wonderful, etc.

Closing remarks

• Looking forward to your next post!
• Can’t wait for your next post!

My favourite 
sport

name of 
sport

how often 
you do it

why you like it

A blog comment about my 
favourite sport

Hi, Sandy! Love your blog!
Mary from Ottawa here. 
My friends play football, 
but I like curling. I have 
lessons three times a 
week at the local curling 
club. We have games with 
other clubs every month. 
Curling is great. I meet 
new people and make new 
friends. Can’t wait for your 
next post!

Supporting your opinion
Always justify your opinion with a 
reason.
Football is great. (my opinion)
It’s good to be part of a team. (reason)

Hi, everyone! Marcus here! I love football –  
it’s an exciting and fun sport. 
What’s your favourite sport? How often do 
you do it? 
Leave a comment.

1 Read the rubric. Use the underlined words to 
choose the correct answer.

        This is part of a blog entry.
  

  Write your comment for the blog (50-60 words).

 1 You need to write
  a a blog entry.
  b a comment for a blog entry.
 2 You need to write about
  a your hobbies.
  b your favourite sport.
 3 You need to write
  a 50-60 words.
  b 60-80 words.

2 Read the blog comment. What does Mary 
think about curling?
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DAY IN, DAY OUT!

2 ★★ Complete the gaps with bed, videos, shower, games, lunch, homework.

 1 Sally has a shower and then she gets dressed.
 2 They go to .............................. at 10 pm.
 3  I have  .............................. at school.
 4 Ann watches  .............................. after she has dinner.
 5 We come back home and do our ............................... .
 6  Jim plays video .............................. before he goes to bed.

3 ★★★ Complete the gaps with the correct verbs and choose the correct prepositions.

 1 get dressed/get up

 3 go to school/go to bed

 2 do homework/watch videos

 4 have breakfast/brush teeth

VOCABULARY
Daily routines

1 ★ Choose the correct phrase. 

Hi! My name is Helen and I’m 10 years old. 1) On/At Mondays, I 2) get up 
early. I 3) h........................................ breakfast with my parents, and then 
my friend Julie and I 4) g........................................ to school. Lessons start 
5) at/on 8:30.We 6) h........................................ lunch at school. After 
school, I have basketball practice. I 7) c........................................ back 
home, and I 8) d........................................ my homework, then I 
9) h........................................ a shower. 10) On/In the evening, I 
11) w........................................ TV or I 12) p........................................ 
video games. I 13) g........................................ to bed 14) at/in 10:00. 
What’s your Monday routine?He

le
n’

s 
Bl

og

comment

Helen’s

SAMPLE PAGES FROM 
WORKBOOK
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Sandy 1) gets up 
early every morning. 2) First/

After, she 3) ............................... 
breakfast, and then she and her friend 
4) ............................... to school. They 

5) ............................... school at 3:30, and 
6) then/first Sandy 7) ............................... 

back home. In the evening, she 
8) ............................... dinner. After 9) then/

that, she 10) ............................... video 
games or she 11) ............................... TV. 

12) After/Then, Sandy 
13) ............................... to bed.

GRAMMAR
Present simple affirmative

1 ★ Write the 3rd person singular.

2 ★★ Put the verbs in brackets into the correct form. 

 1 He has (have) dinner at 8:00.
 2 We .................................. (walk) to school in the morning.
 3 He .................................. (go) to the gym on Mondays.
 4 Peter .................................. (finish) school at 3:30.
 5 Ms Smith .................................. (teach) French.
 6 You .................................. (leave) school at 4:00.
 7 My baby brother .................................. (cry) in his sleep.
 8  John and I .................................. (catch) the bus every morning.

3 ★★★ Use the verbs in the list in the correct form to complete the gaps, then choose 
the correct sequence words.

• have (x2)  • go (x2)  • play  • get up  • finish  • come  • watch

 1 I come – he comes
 2 I go – he ....................................
 3 I cry – he ....................................
 4  I do – he ....................................

 5 I play – he ....................................
 6 I enjoy – he ....................................
 7 I brush – he ....................................
 8 I count – he ....................................

SAMPLE PAGES FROM  
WORKBOOK
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SUNDAY

VOCABULARY

1 Fill in: do, have, go, get or play.

 1 My parents ....................... up at 6 o’clock.

 2 What time do you ....................... lunch at school?

 3 We ....................... to school by bus.

 4 Let’s ....................... our homework before dinner.

 5 I always ....................... video games in the evenings.

2 Choose the correct item.

3 Write the times in words.

4 Write the hobby.

 1   ..................................
 ..................................

 1  taking  
p .........................

 5   .................................
 .................................

 5  g .........................

 2   ....................................
 ....................................

 2  playing the 
g .........................

 3   ..................................
 ..................................

 3 making  
j ...........................

 4   ................................
 ................................

 4  working with 
w ........................

MORNING AFTERNOON EVENING

 3) get/chat online 

with Julie

4) spend/hang time 

with family and 

5) play/watch TV

1) text/read friends 

and 2) listen/play to 

music

SAMPLE PAGES FROM 
WORKBOOK
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READING

1 ★ Read the text and answer the questions.

  Which country’s schoolchildren, Finland or France …
 1 don’t use teachers’ last names? ............................................................................................. .
 2 have got a day off in the week? ............................................................................................. .
 3 have got a really long lunch? ................................................................................................. .
 4 go to school at the weekend? ................................................................................................ .
 5 do half an hour’s homework? ................................................................................................. .

2 ★ Read the text again and decide what the numbers refer to.

 1  2
 2  6
 3  30
 4  8
 5  75

 A minutes homework in Finland
 B o’clock when French school starts
 C minutes break for Finnish children
 D hours for lunch in France
 E hours of school in France

LISTENING

3 ★  Listen and decide if the sentences are T (True) or F (False). 

 1 Andy and Jane are at the cinema.  ............
 2 They can’t get a taxi.   ............
 3 There is a timetable for the bus.  ............
 4 There are lots of buses every hour.  ............
 5 The next bus is at 9 o’clock.  ............

How long is your school day? How much homework do you do? 
Schools are different around the world. Let’s take a look at two.
In Finland, primary schools open at 9 o’clock in the morning and 
the school day is just 5 hours. Children begin school at the age of 7 
and they call teachers by their first names. They have a 75-minute 
break and just 30 minutes of homework every day!
In France, school begins at 8 am and the day is 6 hours long. 
Children go to school from the age of 6. French schoolchildren 
don’t go to school on Wednesdays, but they have lessons on 
Saturday mornings. They can spend lots of time with their friends 
at lunch because lunch break is 2 hours long!
So, which country would you like to go to school in?

SAMPLE PAGES FROM  
WORKBOOK SKILLS SECTION
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PRESENT SIMPLE

Present simple (affirmative)

 ❯ We form the third person singular (he/she/it) by 
adding -s to the base form of most verbs. 
I like – he likes, I eat – he eats

 ❯ We add -es to verbs ending in -ss, -sh, -ch, -x, or -o 
1) ............ .  
I miss – he misses, I brush – he brushes, I watch 
– he watches, I fix – he fixes, I go – he goes

 ❯ Verbs ending in a consonant + -y, drop the -y and 
add 2) ............ .  
I study – he studies, I try – he tries

 ❯ Verbs ending in a vowel + -y, 3) ............ .  
I play – he plays, I enjoy – he enjoys

3rd-person singular – spelling rules

Time words/phrases used with the present simple:
usually, often, sometimes, every day/week/month, in 
the evening(s), at night, etc.

Affirmative

I walk.
You walk.
He walks.
She walks.
It walks.
We walk.
You walk.
They walk.

 ❯ We use the present simple to describe habits and daily routines. 
She goes to school by bus every day. (habit) 
She gets up at seven o’clock every day. (daily routine)

 ❯ We form the affirmative of the present simple with the subject* and the base 
form of the verb (play, chat, etc.). In the third person singular, we add -s to the 
base form of the verb.

*  A subject can be: personal pronouns (I, you, he, etc.), nouns or names.

The -s/-es in the third person singular is 
pronounced:
 ❯ /s/ with verbs ending in /f/, /k/, /p/ and /t/ 

sounds like – likes

 ❯ /Iz/ with verbs ending in /s/, /S/, /tS/, /dZ/ and /z/ 
sounds watch – watches

 ❯ /z/ with verbs ending in all the other sounds. 
hold – holds

Pronunciation

1 Look at the text. Underline the present simple affirmative.  
Then complete the spelling rules in the theory box.

Hi! I’m Lyn and 
this is my brother 

Bob. 

In the afternoon, I do 
my homework, but 
Bob plays video 
games and then 
studies for school.

In the morning, we 
walk to school 
together, but then we 
do different things. 

Bob goes to bed early, 
but I chat online with 
my friends before I go 
to bed.

(AFFIRMATIVE)

SAMPLE PAGES FROM 
GRAMMAR BOOK
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2 Write the third-person singular of the verbs and complete the box.  
Read the verbs aloud.

5 Circle the correct item.

Hi! I’m Julie. My favourite day is Saturday. On Saturdays, I 1) get up/gets up at  
9 o’clock and I 2) have/has breakfast. Then my sister, Jane and I 3) walk/walks 
the dog. We 4) go/goes to the park. At noon, dad 5) cook/cooks dinner and 
we all 6) eat/eats together. At 7 o’ clock, I 7) watch/watches my favourite TV 
show and my sister 8) chats/chat online with her friends. I usually 9) go/goes 
to bed late at night on Saturdays. I 10) love/loves Saturdays!

SPEAKING

6  Talk about your 
favourite day.

3 Choose the correct item.

4 Complete the sentences with: have, get up, watch, go, brush and do in the correct form.

On weekdays ...
1 Lucy gets up at 7 o’clock.

2 Andy and Ruth ...................... 

their teeth after breakfast.

3 Ted ...................... breakfast 

before school.

4 Andy and Ruth ...................... 

their homework in the 
afternoon.

5 Lucy ...................... TV in the 

evening.

6 Ted ...................... to bed early.

/s/ /iz/ /z/
chats

 1 chat chats
 2 use  .......................
 3 buy  .......................
 4 cry  .......................
 5 catch  .......................

 6 help .......................
 7 enjoy .......................
 8 want  .......................
 9 try  .......................
 10 push  .......................

 1 Toby watch/watches TV in the evening.
 2 Lucy and Jane get/gets up early for 

school.
 3 I chat/chats with my friends in the 

afternoon.

 4 John play/plays video games in his 
free time.

 5 My sister and I walk/walks to school.
 6 My dad relax/relaxes at the weekends.

Lucy Andy and RuthTed

Teacher: Bill, please tell me the verb “walk” in  ...
 Present Simple affirmative!
Bill:  I walk, you walk, he walks, she walks...
Teacher: Faster, Bill.
Bill:  We run, you run, they run!!!!!

SAMPLE PAGES FROM  
GRAMMAR BOOK
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REVIEW

 1 Does John play football in the morning? 
No, he doesn’t. He plays football in the 
afternoon.

 2 ........................ Maria ........................ to work 
in the morning? ............................................ . 

 3 ........................ Beth and Irene ........................ 
TV in the morning? ....................................... . 
They watch TV in the evening.

 4 ................... John .................... his homework 
in the evening? ............................................. . 

 5 ........................ Maria ........................ karate in 
the evening?  ................................................  .  
She does karate in the afternoon.

 6 ........................ Beth and Irene ........................ 
skateboarding in the afternoon?  ...........  
 ........................................................................... . 

 7 ........................ John ........................ to school 
in the morning? ........................................... . 

 8 ........................ Maria ........................ online 
in the evening? ............................................ . 

 1 The boy plays (play) football every day.
 2 Anna ............................................... (tidy) her 

desk when she ............................................... 
(finish) her homework.

 3 My sister and I ............................................... 
(brush) our teeth after breakfast.

 4 My baby brother ............................................. 
(cry) at nights.

 5 Bob and Ian ............................................... 
(have) lunch at 2 o’clock. 

 6 Luke ............................................... (walk) to 
school every day.

1 Put the verbs in brackets in the present simple affirmative.

3 Look at the table and make sentences as in the example.

 1 Luke always gets up early.
 2 He  ...................................................................... 

 .............................................................................
 3 He  ...................................................................... 

 .............................................................................

 4  Sandy and Greg  ............................................ 
 .............................................................................

 5 They  .................................................................. 
 .............................................................................

 6 They  .................................................................. 
 .............................................................................

Luke Sandy and Greg

2 Look at the table and complete the questions and short answers, as in the example.

FRIDAY John Maria Beth and Irene

MORNING go to school go to work go to the gym

AFTERNOON play football do karate go skateboarding

EVENING do homework chat online watch TV

get up early

play the guitar

be late for school

always

never

never

sometimes

sometimes

often

LUKE SANDY and GREG

SAMPLE PAGES FROM 
GRAMMAR BOOK
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FUN WITH GRAMMAR!

1 Take turns to play Tic Tac Toe. If your sentence is correct, you win the square. 
If not, your partner takes a turn to correct the sentence and win the square.

4

7

2

5

8

3

6

9

My family have 
dinner together. 
(always) 
............................................. 
............................................. 
.............................................

.............................................. 

.............................................. 
(school/finish) at 
3 pm?

.............................................. 

................................................ 
(Kim/go) surfing in 
the summer?

My brother  
.............................................. 
(live) in New York.

Julie  
................................................ 
................................................ 
(not/make) jewellery, 
but her sister does.

Maria .................................. 
.............................................. 
(not/play) football in 
the park at 
weekends.

Lisa gets up early on 
Sundays. (never) 
.............................................. 
.............................................. 
..............................................

The plane  
.............................................. 
(land) at 10:15 pm.

The History lesson  
.............................................. 
(start) at 9 am.

The Maths lesson  
.............................................. 
(finish) at 1 pm.

The baby  
..............................................  
(cry) a lot at night.

We watch TV in the 
evenings. (usually) 
..............................................
.............................................. 
..............................................

My cousin  
.............................................. 
..............................................
(not/speak) English 
very well.

John walks to school 
in the morning. 
(often)
.............................................. 
.............................................. 
..............................................

Timmy  
.............................................. 
(do) his homework 
after school.

Tony .................................... 
(have) lunch in the 
afternoon.

1

4

7

2

5

8

3

6

9

GAME1

GAME2
1

.............................................. 

.............................................. 
(Maria/build) robots 
in her free time?

Tom  
.............................................. 
(not/sleep) for 8 
hours every night.

SAMPLE PAGES FROM  
GRAMMAR BOOK
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WRITING

1 Read the rubric. Underline the key words 
and complete the sentences 1-3.

 1 You need to write a  .............................................  
to ........................................... blog.

 2 You need to write about  ................................. .
 3 You need to write  .................................  words.

2 Read the blog comment and put the verbs in 
brackets into the present perfect, the past 
simple or the past continuous.

  You read Matt’s blog post about a silly 
accident he had. Write a comment to Matt’s 
post about a silly accident you had (60-80 
words). Write what happened, when and 
how it happened and what happened in 
the end.

4 Read the text and correct the mistakes.

A blog comment

Your turn

5 a) Think of a silly accident you had. 
Make notes under the headings in your 
notebook.

• greet blogger  • introduce yourself  
• comment on blog entry   
• what/when happened  • how it happened  
• what happened in the end

 b) Use your notes to write your blog 
comment for Matt’s blog. Use phrases from 
the Useful Language box.

Greeting blogger/Introducing yourself

• Hey Phil!  • This is … from … .   
• Big fan of your blog!  • Great story!   
• So sorry for what happened! etc

Details

•  … happened (yesterday, last month/year/
during my holiday break, etc). I was/We were 
at … (my house/my friend’s house, etc.)  

• I was … when …
• I haven’t … since then./I have just …

I have an accident last week. We were at my 

grandparents’ sumer house. It has been my 

grandad’s 80th birthday? As I was bringing 

the cake from the kitchen I sliped, fall down 

and sprained my wrist.

Starting a blog comment
When we comment on someone’s blog, we always 
need to greet the blogger, introduce ourselves and 
comment on the post.

3 How does Paul start his comment?

Error correction
When you finish your piece of writing, check it for 
spelling, punctuation and grammar mistakes.

Home Blog contact

Hi, Matt! Paul here from Australia. Really 
sorry for you! We 1) .................................................. 
(be) on holiday with my parents since last 
Monday. January in Australia is summer you 
know. Yesterday, I 2) ................................................ 
(go) for a bike ride with my friends.  
I 3) .................................................. (ride) my bike 
really fast when suddenly a cat 
4) .................................................. (run) in front of 
me! I 5) .................................................. (turn) my 
bike and 6) ............................................. (fall off).  
My parents 7) ..................................................  
(take) me to hospital and guess what!  
I 8) .................................................. (break) my leg! 
It hurts a lot. At least the cat is OK.  

Paul, Perth (6th January)

Matt’s
BLOG

SAMPLE PAGE WRITING
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illnesses | injuries | personal hygiene | food | accidents at home

present perfect | for – since – just – already – never –  

ever – yet | both/neither/either – one(s) | quantifiers  

present perfect vs past simple | have been – have gone

HEALTH IS WEALTH!

1 Match the questions to the 
pictures.

 1 Where do germs live?
 2 What happened to Matt 

last year?
 3 What is a fire blanket?
 4 When did the Great 

Plague of London 
happen?

 5 What do you need to 
make peanut butter 
biscuits for your pet dog?

 Go through the units (11-15) 
and answer the questions.

#kitchenfire #homeaccidents 
#becareful

katz 

1 hour ago

#robotics#andrewgarfield 
#roboticsclub#friendstogether
#sillyaccident #OKnow 
#feelingbetter

Matt.jj

10 days ago

#bestfriends #lovemydog 
#healthypets

Sandy

2 days ago

#nogerms #stayhealthy #staysafe

Ann12

9 hours ago

#athome #feelingill #stayinginbed

jjk15

1 day ago

How healthy do  
you think your  

lifestyle is?  

A

B

D

E

C

★ ★ ★ ★ ★
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WHAT’S WRONG?

The Great Plague of 
London (1665-1666) 
was a major epidemic 
in England. What was 
a major epidemic in 
your country?

READING

1  Listen to the dialogue. What is wrong with Betty?

2 Replace the words in bold with words from the dialogue.

 1 She didn’t see Betty at school.
 2 Betty has had it since this morning.
 3 She is calling the doctor now.
 4 Betty has had a cough since then.
 5 Betty has been here all day.

3  What shows that Betty cares for her family?

 Watch the video. When is World Health Day?

• ill  • symptoms  • serious  • stay 
away • sick • medicine

 Emma: Hey, Betty! Where are you? I didn’t see you at school 
today and I’ve been worried.

 Betty: Sorry, Emma. I’ve been ill since yesterday.
 Emma:  Oh! What’s wrong?  
 Betty:  Well, I had a fever all night and I’ve had a headache 

since this morning.
 Emma:  Have you called the doctor?
 Betty:  My mum’s calling him now.
 Emma: Have you had any other symptoms? Is there anything 

else wrong?
 Betty:  Well, I’ve had a cough since Saturday.
 Emma: Do you think it’s the flu or something more serious? 
 Betty:  I don’t know. I’ve been in bed all day, and I’ve stayed 

away from my family. I don’t want them to get sick, too. 
 Emma: Good thinking! Have you taken any medicine?
 Betty:  My mum gave me something for the fever. 
 Emma:  OK, that’s good. I’m sure you’re going to be OK again in 

no time! 
 Betty:  Emma, I have to go now. I think my mum has stopped 

talking on the phone. I want to hear what the doctor 
said.  

 Emma:  No problem. Get well soon! 
 Betty:  Thanks, Emma!
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VOCABULARY
Illnesses

4 Label the pictures. Use: toothache, a runny 
nose, a cough, a temperature/fever, a 
headache, a cold, a stomach ache, an earache, 
a sore throat.

7 Put the verbs in brackets in the present 
perfect. 

 1 Mark  .......................................................................... 
(not/have) a headache this week.

 2 My sister has a cold, but I  ..................................  
(not/catch) it.

 3 Bella  .................................................. (eat) lots of  
sweets and now she has toothache.

 4 Oh no! He  ................................................ (break)  
his tooth!

 5 We  .........................................................  (not/see)  
the doctor. We’re still waiting.

 6 My brother  .............................................................  
(not/take) his medicine.

 7 They  ........................................................... (build)  
a new hospital in the town.

 8 Mum  .........................................................  (make)  
some tea to help you with your stomach 
ache.

SPEAKING

8  Use the prompts to ask and answer 
questions.

 1 you/have a headache/this week? (✓)
  A: Have you had a headache this week?
  B: Yes, I have.
 2 Jane/call the doctor? (✓)
 3 Ben/catch a cold? (✗)   
 4 they/be to hospital? (✗)
 5 Betty/talk to the nurse? (✓)

 1 ......................  2 ......................  3 ......................

 4 ......................  5 ......................  6 ......................  7 ......................  8 ......................  9 ......................

GRAMMAR

5  What’s wrong with each person in 
Ex. 4?

 A: What’s wrong with Julie? 
 B: She’s got a headache.

PRONUNCIATION ch \tS\-\k\   
6  Listen and repeat.

 \tS\: much, touch, check
 \k\: earache, stomach ache, headache

Mia Becky Ben Chris Lucy Luke

Julie Tim Beth

Affirmative
I/You/We/They have left.
He/She/It has left.

Negative
I/You/We/They haven’t left.
He/She/It hasn’t left.

Interrogative
Have I/you/we/they left?
Has he/she/it left?

Short answers

Yes, I/you/we/they have.  
No, I/you/we/they haven’t.
Yes, he/she/it has.  
No, he/she/it hasn’t.

We use the present perfect for:
 ❯ an action which started in the past and continues up 

to the present. She has had a headache all day.
 ❯ an action which happened in the past but its results 

are visible in the present. He has eaten too much 
pizza and now he feels sick.   

 ❯ experiences. Harry has visited Madrid once.

*Find examples in the text on p. 48.

Present perfect
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SILLY ACCIDENTS!

blog photos contact

READING

1 Read the text quickly. What is it about?

2  Listen and read the text and correct the sentences.

 1 Matt tried to surprise his family by cooking dinner.
 2 Matt climbed on a chair and fell off.
 3 Matt went to hospital because he broke his leg.
 4 Sammi burnt her hand with hot food.
 5 Sammi’s hand is fine now.

3  What do these two texts teach you? 

 Watch the video. What do we need to hang up decorations safely?

A B C

John H. Balsley 
invented the first 
folding wooden 
stepladder in 

1862.

2nd January

Hi, everyone! Happy New Year! I hope you had fun during the 
holidays. I certainly had a better time than last year! Last year, I tried 
to surprise my family by hanging up the decorations when they were 
out. But there was no one to hold the stepladder for me. I fell off 
and broke my arm. I haven’t climbed a stepladder since then! Have 
you ever had a silly accident?

post a comment

Sammi here. So sorry, Matt! I hope it didn’t hurt too much. I’ve had a 
silly accident too – it happened a few weeks ago. I was making cards 
and singing along to holiday songs. I wasn’t concentrating and I burnt 
my hand with hot glue! It was so bad that my mum took me to hospital. 
The doctor has just taken the bandage off and my hand still hurts!

Sammi, UK (6th January)
post a comment

• hang up  • decorations  • stepladder  
• silly  • accident  • concentrate  • glue  
• take off  • bandage
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VOCABULARY
Injuries

4 Complete the sentences. Use the verbs in 
the list in the present perfect.

• twist  • cut  • burn  • bang  • break  • sprain

GRAMMAR

He has been sick for two days. (period of time)
He has been sick since Monday. (starting point of an 
action)
He has just drunk some tea. (= a short time ago)
The nurse has already checked on him. (= before now)
He has never broken an arm. (= at no time)
Has he ever been to a hospital? (= at any time)
Has he spoken to the doctor yet? (= so far)

*Find examples in the text on p. 50.

for – since – just – already – never – ever – yet

greet blog writer – comment on blog – 
write what happened/when/how it 
happened – write what happened in the 
end

Plan

p. 123

 1 Laura has twisted her ankle.
 2 Jill ............................................ her head.
 3 Rob ............................................ his finger.
 4 Katie ............................................ her wrist.
 5 Holly ............................................ her hand.
 6 Jamie ............................................ his leg.

SPEAKING

5  Talk about the people in Ex. 4, as in 
the example.

 A: What’s wrong with Laura?
 B: She has twisted her ankle.

6 Put the verbs in brackets into the present 
perfect and choose the correct item. 

 1 My mum  ..............................................  (not/see)  
the doctor since/for she broke her leg last 
week.

 2 I ......................... just/yet  ........................................  
(bang) my head and it really hurts!

 3   .............................................................  never/ever  
 ...................................  (you/sprain) your wrist?

 4 Tim has only been in the kitchen for five 
minutes and he ........................... yet/already  
 .....................................................  (cut) his finger!

 5 Jess ........................... ever/never  ........................  
(have) a headache in her life. She’s so lucky!

 6 Tom  ............................................................. (be) in  
hospital for/since a week with a broken 
leg. 

LISTENING

7 a)  Read the sentences and the possible 
answers. What is the recording about? Listen 
and check.

 1 Yesterday afternoon, Ken was at
  A basketball practice.
  B the hospital.
  C a barbecue.
 2 Ken’s mum
  A burnt her hand.
  B cut her finger.
  C sprained her wrist.
 3 Ken has broken his
  A ankle.
  B fingers.
  C arm.

 b)  Listen again and for questions 1-3 
choose the correct answer.

WRITING (a blog comment)

8 Write a blog comment about an injury you 
had. Follow the plan.

1 3

4 6

2

5
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STAY HEALTHY

MODULE 3

 Watch the video. How can we stop germs getting inside our bodies?

READING

1  Listen to and read the text. What is the author’s purpose?

2 Read the text and complete the sentences.

 1 We can’t see germs because they are ............................................... .
 2 Use a soft cloth to clean your ............................................... .
 3 Money is extremely ............................................... .
 4 When you’re out, it’s important not to touch ............................................... .
 5 Don’t share pencils, pens, your phone or ............................................... .

3  In which other places can you find lots of germs?

• germ  • tiny  • pick up  • door handle  
• light switch  • cloth  • wipe  • trolley  
• pass sth around  • bacteria

Good habits 
help keep you 
healthy. 
Discuss.

Germs are tiny but they can make us very ill. Because they’re so small, we 
can’t see them but they live everywhere. So how can we stop them 

getting inside our bodies?

Hands come in contact with around 
10 million bacteria every day.

Fact  We pick up germs on our 
hands when we touch things. 
This means there are a lot of 
germs on objects like door 
handles, light switches and our 
phones. 

Action Clean places and 
objects you touch every day. 
Clean your phone 
screen with either a 
soft cloth or a special 
wipe every day.

Fact  We love going out and 
about, and germs love it too! 
A trip to the supermarket is a 
great chance for germs to get 
on your hands. Both 
supermarket trolleys and 
money are very dirty!

Action  Don’t touch your 
face when you’re out, and 
wash your hands when you 
come home.

Fact  Just because your hands 
are clean doesn’t mean 
everyone else’s are too. We can 
pass germs around easily at 
school both during lessons and 
at break time.

Action  Share neither your 
pencils nor your pens with your 
classmates. Use your own ones. 
Also, don’t pass your phone 
around or share your 
headphones with friends.
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6 Choose the correct option.

 1 Neither John nor/or Eric brushes their teeth 
after meals.

 2 We can neither/either call the doctor or go 
to hospital.

 3 Keep that cut both clean and/or covered. 
 4 I wore these clothes earlier. I’ll put on some 

clean one/ones.
 5 Germs like neither/either clean nor cold 

places.
 6 I’m looking for a hospital. Is there one/ones 

near here?

EVERYDAY ENGLISH
Giving health advice

7  Listen to and 
read the dialogue. 
What is wrong 
with Antonio?

VOCABULARY
Personal hygiene

4 Complete the poster with:

• take  • brush  • cover  • dry  • keep  • touch  
• share  • stay  • wash  • wear

5  Use the ideas in Ex. 4 to create a 
video about personal hygiene rules. You can 
add more of your own, too.

GRAMMAR

You need both soap and water to wash your hands. 
(this AND that)
Neither light switches nor door handles are usually 
clean. (NOT this and NOT that)
Either Sue or Anna can go with you to see the nurse. 
(this OR that)
I asked for a clean towel, but they didn’t have one. 
(replaces singular countable noun – towel – to avoid 
repetition) 
Look at your socks! You need clean ones. (replaces 
plural countable noun – socks – to avoid repetition) 

*Find examples in the text on p. 52.

both/neither/either – one(s)

I can be a liquid but you can’t 
drink me.

I get smaller each time I take 
a bath. What am I?

8  Look at the notes. Act out a dialogue 
similar to the one in Ex. 7. Use the notes 
below. 

• got a cold  
• cover mouth when sneeze  
• got a fever  
• go to school nurse – check temperature

Certainly.
That’s a good point.Is everything OK?

Make sure you ...

 Teacher: Are you OK, Antonio?
 Antonio: Actually, I’ve cut my finger.
 Teacher: Poor you! Keep the cut clean.
 Antonio: That’s a good idea, sir. I think I 

need to cover it, too.
 Teacher: Why don’t you go to the school 

nurse? She can help you.
 Antonio: You’re right. Thank you, sir!

 1 ............................... your hands with soap 
often.

 2 ............................... your hands after you 
wash them.

 3 ............................... a shower every day. 

 4 Do not ............................... your face when 
you’re out. 

 5 ............................... your teeth after meals.

 6 ............................... your mouth when you 
cough or sneeze.

 7 ............................... cuts clean and covered.

 8 Don’t ............................... personal things.

 9 ............................... clean clothes.

 10 ............................... home if you feel sick.
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HEALTHY PETS

MODULE 3

•	 Chocolate	makes	dogs	very	
sick.

•	 We	need	to	check	their	teeth	
once	a	year	to	prevent	other	
health	problems.

•	 Chicken	can	give	some	dogs	
allergies.

•	 You	need	to	cut	your	dog’s	
nails	every	3-4	weeks	very	
carefully!

•	 	Cats	mustn’t	eat	too	much	
cheese	or	yoghurt.	Dairy	
products	like	these	can	give	
them	a	stomach	ache.

•	 A	bath	can	damage	a	cat’s	fur.

•	 Cats	get	a	lot	of	earaches.

•	 Cats	need	a	little	exercise	
every	day	to	stay	healthy	so	
spend	a	little	time	playing	with	
them	each	day.

   Watch the video. How often do you need to give your cat 
and dog a bath? 

READING

1 Do the quiz. How many questions did you answer correctly? 

2 Write two extra statements for the quiz. Swap with your partner. 
Are his/her statements true or false?

3   Which do you think is easier to care for, a dog or a cat? 
Why?

• nail  • bath  • exercise   
• dairy products  • damage  • fur

ICT   How did 
he do it?

     
      

       

Caring for our

How well do you know your pet?

  Isaac Newton 
invented the 
cat flap.

 1 Dogs mustn’t eat chocolate.   ................
 2 Dogs need to see the dentist too!   ................
 3 All dogs can eat chicken.   ................
 4 You need to cut your dog’s 

nails a few times a year.   ................

 5 Cats can eat a lot of  
cheese.   ...............

 6 You should give your cat 
lots of baths.   ...............

 7 Cats don’t get many 
earaches.  ...............

 8 Cats don’t need exercise.  ...............

friends
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3 How does the writer start/end the article in 
Ex. 2?

4 Read the sentences. Which are rhetorical 
questions? Which address the reader 
directly?

 1 You will soon have lots of extra cash!
 2 Want to earn some extra money but don’t 

know where to start?
 3 You probably have skills that can earn you 

money online.
 4 Every teen needs some spending money, 

right?

Your turn

5 Copy the spidergram into your 
notebook. Complete it with information 
about a part-time job for teens.

6 Use your notes in Ex. 5 to write your article 
for Ex. 1. Use phrases from the Useful 
Language box.

A job description

You can (create pictures/answer emails/review 
songs/run a car wash/take dogs for a walk/etc.)

Work hours

•  You can ... after you finish your homework, in 
the evenings or at weekends.

•  You can work when you have free time.

Earnings

•  You can make … .
•  You can earn … each time you … .
•  You get paid … .

Recommendation

• ... is a good job for teens.
• ... is the right job for you.  
• ... Being a(n) … is fun. 

An article about a part-time job

1 Read the rubric. List the key points of the 
rubric. What do you have to write?

2 Read the article. Match the paragraphs to 
the topics.

  Write an article for the school’s English 
magazine about a part-time job for teens 
(80-100 words).

Opening/Closing techniques
You can start/end your article asking a rhetorical 
question, that is a question that expects no 
answer or addressing the reader directly. This 
grabs the readers’ attention.

 1 … recommendation
 2 … job description/earnings/work hours
 3 … name of job

recommendation 
work hours

earnings

job
name of

 A You love playing video games. You are good at 
writing. Then, you can work as a video game 
script writer. 

 B You can develop the story the characters and 
the plot for games in your free time and earn 
money. If you want to make it a career, you 
need to work long hours, even at 
weekends. You can work on your 
own or as a member of a team. 
You can suggest your own game 
to various companies. 

 C Being a video game 
script writer is 
fun. Why not turn 
a hobby into a 
job?

SAMPLE PAGE WRITING
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WORK AND PLAY

personality adjectives | sports | money | 

clothes & patterns | jobs

present simple – present continuous/stative verbs | 

past simple – past continuous/used to | to-infinitive/-ing form

passive (present & past simple)

1 Match the questions to the 
pictures.

 1 What sport has got similar 
rules to floor hockey?

 2 How much money can 
popular YouTubers make?

 3 What does TOBEFRANK 
make clothes from?

 4 What is the typical British 
family?

 5 What are US paper notes 
made of?

 Go through the units (1-5). 
Answer the questions.

#fashionshow #greenfashion 
#loveclothes

Roy12

20 hours ago

#newvideo #recording #myjob

Daniel

3 days ago

#shopping #trainers #budget 

Sandy

4 hours ago

#familylife #brothers #clothes

MsNw

2 days ago

#schoolsports #PElesson 
#lovesport

SMITH

1 day ago

How do you  
spend family  

days?

B

D

E

C

A
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FAMILY RELATIONS

READING
1  Who is Mary? Listen and read to find out.

2 Read the questions and choose the best answer.

 1 Why does Sam go into Lucy’s room?
  A to borrow Lucy’s T-shirt   B to find her T-shirt
  C to lend Lucy her T-shirt 
 2 What does Sam say about Lucy?
  A She is messy.   B She is selfish.   C She is rude.
 3 Who finds the T-shirt?
  A Sam   B Lucy   C Mary
 4 What doesn’t Lucy like about family dinners?
  A the food   B the noise   C the people
 5 How many people are going to the dinner?
  A six   B seven   C eight

3  Family meals are a great opportunity for family members to come 
together. Do you agree? Why? Why not?

 Watch the video. How many members are in Tom’s family? How many pets have 
they got?

The typical British 
family is ‘the nuclear 
family’. That is, two 
parents – married or 
civil partners – and 
their children living 
together. Is it the 
same in your country?

• search  • borrow  
• housewarming dinner  
• make excuses

 Lucy: Excuse me, why are you searching my room? 
 Sam: I can’t find my blue T-shirt. 
 Lucy: But you’re always so organised. Is it in your wardrobe? 
 Sam: Are you serious, Lucy? You are always taking my 

clothes. 
 Lucy: Don’t be so selfish! I just borrow your clothes 

sometimes. 
 Sam: Sure you do, but you’re so messy! You never put them 

back. 
 Lucy: You know you can be really rude sometimes, but I’m a 

very helpful person, so look! Here’s your T-shirt! 
 Sam: Thank you, that’s very kind of you! Now, get ready and 

don’t be long! It’s our cousin Mary’s housewarming 
dinner tonight, and we’re leaving in half an hour! 

 Lucy: Hm! I don’t really like these big family dinners.  
Don’t get me wrong, I love our family, but when 
everyone is together, they’re so noisy! 

 Sam: Hey, stop making excuses. Mary’s only having our 
family of six and mum’s sister for dinner tonight, so 
that’s only eight people.

 Lucy: Well, I guess I can come, then. Besides, Mary makes 
delicious food!
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5  Which adjectives best describe you/
your family members? Tell your partner.

6 Put the verbs in brackets into the present 
simple or the present continuous. Give 
reasons.

 1 A:   ............................................. (you/live) here?
  B: No, we don’t. We  ...............................  (stay)  

with our aunt this week because our 
parents  .............................  (be) on holiday.

 2 A:   ..............................................................................  
(Lucy/use) the computer now? 

  B: No, she  ...............................................................  
(tidy) her room.

 3 A:   .............................................................................. 
(your mum/work) at the hospital?

  B: Yes, but she  ......................................................  
(not/work) at the moment. 

 4 A:   ..........................................  (you/like) Helen?  
She  .................................  (seem) very rude!

  B: I  ....................................................  (not/think)  
she’s rude. She’s shy.

VOCABULARY
Personality adjectives

4 Complete the gaps. Use: helpful, noisy, 
organised, rude, selfish, messy, patient, 
hardworking, polite.

GRAMMAR

Present simple
I have piano lessons every Tuesday at 5:00. I am 
never late. (habits/routines)
We don’t live in a flat. (permanent situations)
Does it snow here in the winter? (general truths)

Present continuous
John isn’t hoovering the carpets now. (actions 
happening now)
Jane is staying at her aunt’s this week. (temporary 
situations)
Why are you always borrowing my clothes? 
(annoyance) 
They are visiting us tonight. (fixed arrangements)

Some verbs don’t have continuous forms because 
they describe a state. He wants to study Art. (NOT: 
He’s wanting…) 

*Find examples in the dialogue on p. 12.

Present simple – Present continuous 
 – Stative verbs

 1  ........................

 4  ........................

 7  ........................  8  ........................  9  ........................

 2  ........................

 5  ........................

 3  ........................

 6  ........................

Some verbs can be used in continuous tenses, 
but with a difference in meaning. 
I have got a car. (own) 
I’m having lunch now. (am eating)

7 Put the verbs in brackets into the present 
simple or the present continuous.

 1 These cushions  .....................................................  
(feel) like velvet and Mum hates velvet!

 2   ................................. (he/have) a shower now?
 3 Amy ....................... (look) really happy today.
 4 Peter  ..................................  (think) of studying  

Spanish.
 5 I  .............................................  (see) Sam tonight.
 6 The cake  ............................  (smell) really nice.

PRONUNCIATION au \O…\ – ou \ø\

8  Listen and repeat. Can you add more 
words to each?

 au \O…\: naughty, daughter, sauce
 ou \ø\: cousin, couple, trouble

SPEAKING

9  You are doing your homework, but 
your brother is playing his electric guitar. 
Take roles and act out a dialogue similar to 
the one in Ex. 1.
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SPORTS

READING
1 Read the blog posts quickly. Which sport in the posts isn’t part of the Special Olympics?

2  Listen to and read the blog posts. Match the sports to the questions.

    Floor hockey Cricket Broomball
 1 Which sport started in the USA?  A B C
 2 Which sport is the oldest? A B C
 3 Which sport was Julie practising yesterday?  A B C
 4 Which sport do people play on ice? A B C
 5 Which sport do people only play outside? A B C

3   Mix two sports to create another. Explain the rules.

 Watch the video. Which of these sports are part of the Special Olympics?

skiing floor hockeywindsurfing  

“Alone we can 
do so little; 
together we can 
do so much.”  
Helen Keller  
Discuss.

Hi, everyone! Guess what I was doing at 4 o’clock yesterday 
afternoon? I was playing floor hockey! I joined the school team a 
few months ago. While we were practising yesterday, our team 
captain, Gemma, was telling us about the history of the game. 
In 1962, an American man, Tom Harter, ordered plastic hockey 
sticks and pucks and came up with the rules. He used rules from 
ice hockey, but he made the game much easier and safer. People 
used to play floor hockey on the streets. These days, however, we 
usually play inside. We use basketball courts because they have 
smooth and shiny floors. I’m really enjoying floor hockey. It’s a 
great team sport. What sports do you play?

• team captain  • stick  • puck  • rule  
• smooth  • shiny  • shepherd  • hit  • slip  
• broom  • sweep

carl_evans00: Interesting post, Lucy. I play broomball. The rules are similar 
to floor hockey, but we play inside or outside on an ice rink. We don’t wear 
ice skates, however – we have special shoes so that we don’t slip on the ice. 
The sport gets its name from the sticks we use to hit the ball. They look a bit 
like the brooms people use to sweep the floor! Broomball started in Canada, 
but no one knows exactly when. Most people think it was around 1900!

lucy_jones123: Great post, Julie. Did you know that floor hockey is one of 
the sports people do at the Special Olympics? Another one is cricket, and 
that’s a sport I love! It started in England in the 13th century, so it’s very old. 
Shepherds played it in the fields, and we still play it outside today. In those 
days, however, the ball was sheep’s wool and the shepherds used their 
sticks to hit it! By the 18th century, people were playing cricket with bats, 
balls - and rules! The oldest set of rules we know about is from 1744.

Julie’s Blog

bocce floorball
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VOCABULARY
Sports

4 Choose the correct sport. Which are team 
sports? individual sports? 

6 Put the verbs in brackets into the past simple 
or the past continuous.

 1 I  .......................................... (call) you yesterday,  
but you  .......................................  (not/answer).

 2 He  ............................ (play) softball yesterday.
 3 We  ...........................  (watch) Jenny while she  

  ........................... (practise) archery yesterday.
 4 Why  ......................................................  (you/run)  

when I saw you at 4 o’clock yesterday?
 5 She  ....................................  (meet) her brother,  

  ........................................  (take) him home, and  
then she  ...................... (leave) for her lesson.

7 Choose the correct option. Sometimes, both 
are correct. 

 1 The ancient Egyptians used to invent/
invented bowling over 5,000 years ago!

 2 Sheffield FC is the oldest football club in the 
world. It used to open/opened in 1857!

 3 In 1971, astronaut Alan Shephard used to 
play/played golf on the Moon!

 4 Before 1894, people used to play/played 
basketball using a football.

SPEAKING

8  Choose a famous retired athlete and 
interview him/her.

 A: Did you use to get up early?
 B: Yes, I did.

LISTENING
9  Listen and match the people to the 

sports they are doing. Two are extra.

 1  Jamie
 2  Beth
 3  Luke
 4  Marie

 A netball
 B horse riding
 C softball
 D archery
 E sprinting
 F diving

WRITING (a blog comment)

10 ICT   Collect information about the history of 
a sport. Write your comment on Julie’s blog.

5  Which of the sports in Ex. 4 take 
place: on a court, pitch, rink, track? in a field, 
ring, pool? What other sports can we play/do 
in these places?

GRAMMAR

Past Simple
Anna went cycling yesterday morning. (action that 
started and finished in the past) 
Tom put on his trainers, picked up his ball and left. 
(actions happening one after the other in the past) 

Past continuous 
He was playing tennis at 10:00 yesterday morning. 
(action in progress at a specific time in the past) 
She was swimming while he was snorkelling. 
(actions in progress at the same time in the past) 

used to 
We use used to to talk about things that happened 
regularly in the past, but they don’t happen 
anymore. He used to go/went swimming as a child. 
He didn’t use to go cycling. 
Did he use to go diving? No, he didn’t.  
BUT He took part in the competition last week.  
(NOT: He used to take part … – past action)

*Find examples in the text on p. 14.

Past simple/Past continuous – used to 

greet blogger/comment on her blog – name 
of sport – its history and where we play it

Plan
p. 120

 2 cycle-ball/
cycling

 5 jet-skiing/
softball

 6 kickboxing/
wrestling

 3 diving/
boxing

 4 fencing/ 
go-karting

 1 archery/
darts
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MONEY SMART  

MODULE 1

SavingsNeeds

 Watch the video. When did people start using paper money (notes)?

             A    3,000 years ago     B    in the 9th century  C    in the 17th century

READING
1  Listen to and read the text. What is the 70 – 20 – 10 rule?

2 Read the text. Decide if the sentences are T (True), F (False) or DS (Doesn’t Say).

 1 A budget helps us to spend, save and give money.  ............
 2 A budget doesn’t include the money we spend on food and drinks.  ............
 3 Most young people receive money for doing chores.  ............
 4 We should save 70% of the money we receive.  ............
 5 Keeping our money in jars is an easy way to organise it.  ............

3  Saving money is important. Why?

Imagine getting €50 for your birthday. What would you like to do 
with it? Would you spend it on clothes or computer games? Maybe 
you want to save it, or use it to help someone. Well, there is actually 
a smart way to do all three: use a budget!

What is a budget?
A budget is a plan for your money. It helps you organise what you 
do with your money.

How do I create a budget?
First, write down all the money you spend during a month. Don’t 
leave anything out! Organise what you spend into lists: food and 
drinks, clothes, transport, phone and money for having fun. Next, 
work out how much money you receive each month from pocket 
money or doing chores. You want the money you spend to be only 
70% of the money you receive. If it isn’t, you should decide what to 
stop buying to get that number down to 70%.

Save, spend, give
So, what happens to the other 30% of your money? Well, you save 
some of it, and you can give some of it away to a charity. Remember 
the 70 – 20 – 10 rule: spend 70% of the money you get, save 20% 
and give the other 10% away. If you find it difficult to keep track of 
your money, get three jars. Put a label on each one: Spend, Save 
and Give. Then, it’s easy to organise your money!

US paper money isn’t 
paper at all! It is 75% 
cotton and 25% linen.

You have €60. Using the advice 
in the text, work out how much 
you should spend, save and give.

• save  • smart  • budget  • leave out  • receive   
• pocket money  • keep track  • label

Give
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36 units in  
6 themed modules

FUN VOCABULARY SECTIONS

•	Development	of	21st	century	skills		
(critical	thinking,	cooperation,	collaboration,	creativity)

•	Mediation	tasks	to	help	learners	explain	concepts	and		
messages	in	order	to	facilitate	understanding	and		
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•	Effective	combination	of	print	and	digital	resources	allowing		
for	flexible	teaching	in	class,	blended	or	flipped	learning

•	Skills	practice	section	to	help	students	develop	the	necessary		
skills	to	succeed	in	various	exams	at	B1	level.

•	Life	skills	section	to	motivate	learners,	promote	active		
learning	and	help	students	develop	their	competences

•	Review	&	Competences	sections
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9MODULE 1

LIFE GOALS

schools, school subjects & education | jobs & qualities

 work & payment | working life

present simple | present continuous | stative verbs

comparisons | relative clauses

1 Match the questions to the 
pictures.

 1 What is the 4 am club?
 2 Which job involves helping 

kids with their homework?
 3 Who would like to work at 

Inglenook Tours Limited?
 4 What can you study if you’re 

interested in green eating?
 5 Why are Forest Schools 

special?

 Go through the units (1-5). 
Answer the questions.

#4amclub #lifegoal #lifestyle

Sarah

3 days ago

#teenjob #tourguide #explore

Joe J

2 days ago

#nature #learn #school

Sally13

9 hours ago

#foodie #bestjob #lovecooking

Billy14  

1 day ago

#learning #lovemyjob #teaching

DanielD

20 hours ago

What is more 
important to you:  

a job that makes you 
happy or a job that 

pays well?

B

D

E

C

A

Contents of 
module

Module opener – 
questions to 

familiarise students 
with content of 

module

Development of critical 
thinking skills – evaluation
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10 MODULE 1

EDUCATION

 Watch the video. Which school is best for someone who: wants a job that involves a lot of 
travelling? prefers learning through experience? wants to study for exams in another country?

READING  

1   Work in groups of 3. Each student reads the introduction and one of the 
paragraphs. Talk together. What is the blog entry about? Who is it for? Read and listen to 
check.

B  Can we live in space? Be the first 
to find out with a degree in Astrobiology 
at Florida Tech in the USA! On this 
course, students study life in space, 
how space travel affects the human 
body, and how we can build cities on 
the Moon. With advanced equipment 
and access to NASA’s Space Life 
Sciences Laboratory at the Kennedy 
Space Centre, you don’t only learn 
from books, but by doing your own 
research. 

A     Computer hacking is a crime, and 
you can go to prison for it. It’s a difficult 
crime to deal with because, with the 
Internet, anyone can hack a computer 
from anywhere. There’s only one way to 
protect computer systems from 
cyberattacks, and that’s to make sure 
hackers can’t get in. So who checks the 
systems are strong enough? Ethical 
hackers! They need all the same skills as 
criminal hackers, but they’re the good 
guys! You can join them with an Ethical 
Hacking degree from Abertay University, 
Scotland.

C  Are you interested in cooking? 
There are lots of courses that can teach 
you how to become a chef. But if you’re 
worried about how the food industry 
affects the environment, and how the 
environment affects our food, sign up 
for a course in EcoGastronomy at the 
University of New Hampshire, USA. You 
can learn about growing and cooking 
healthy food, and running restaurants 
that don’t harm our planet. Then, you 
can use your knowledge to make the 
future of eating out greener – and 
tastier!

• require  • out of the ordinary  • prison  • deal with  
• criminal  • cyberattack  • advanced  • laboratory  
• industry  • sign up  • run  • harm

Do you dream of becoming a doctor or an architect? Then 
you need to go to university and get a degree. For other jobs, 
like a game tester or a personal trainer, a degree isn’t 
necessary. Or are you perhaps looking for a degree that can 
help you develop unusual skills that very few people have? If 
you want a career that is out of the ordinary, check out these 
options at British and American universities.

DEGREES WITH A DIFFERENCE
Home         |         About         |         BLOG         |         Contact

Topic-related videos 
introducing the 

theme of the text for 
flipped lesson use

Variety of reading 
genres (blogs, emails, 
adverts, articles etc)
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11MODULE 1

2  Read the article again. For each question 
(1-6), choose the correct answer (A, B or C).

 1 The writer says that 
  A everyone should go to university.
  B people with degrees are better at their jobs.
  C some universities offer unusual degrees.
 2 Computer hacking is hard to prevent because
  A hackers can work from anywhere.
  B there are no laws against it.
  C nobody checks the computer systems.
 3 Ethical hackers are different from criminal 

hackers because they
  A don’t need a degree.
  B stop cyberattacks.
  C have different skills.
 4 Students on the Astrobiology course have the 

chance to
  A experience space travel.
  B take part in missions to the Moon.
  C use equipment at a real space centre.
 5 The EcoGastronomy course is suitable for 

people who
  A feel anxious about the food industry.
  B already have a qualification in cooking.
  C wish to eat a healthy diet.
 6 The writer’s general purpose in this article is to 
  A entertain.
  B inform.
  C criticise.

3   Work in groups. Imagine you are a 
university curriculum designer. Design another 
unusual university degree. Think about: its 
subject – special features – the job(s) people can 
do with it, etc. Present it to the class.

VOCABULARY
Schools, School Subjects & Education

4 Match the name of the UK school to its 
description.

 1  nursery school
 2  primary school
 3  secondary school
 4  university
 5  state school
 6  boarding school

 A My school is free to attend.
 B I live at my school during the school year.
 C My school is for 5- to 11-year-olds.
 D I study to get my degree there.
 E My school is for students between the ages of 

11 and 18.
 F My brother goes to a school for young pupils 

under the age of 5.

5  What types of schools are there in your 
country? Discuss with a partner.

6 Fill in: cheat, do, fail, get, hand, make, pay.

 1 We need to .................. attention in chemistry 
class. It’s a difficult subject.

 2 I think it’s wrong to .................. in tests. 
 3 We have to .................. in our projects for music 

class on time.
 4 Some students .................. detention when they 

behave badly in class.
 5 We all study hard so we don’t .................. our 

biology test.
 6 I have lots of maths homework to .................. .
 7 We all .................. mistakes when we’re not careful.

SPEAKING

7  Work in pairs. Ask and answer questions 
about your school: type of school – school hours 
– school subjects – what you like about your school 
– what you’d like to change.

In the USA, the UK and Australia 
there are Forest Schools for kids 
aged 3-11 years old. All the lessons take place outside 
to develop students’ love for nature. Are there any 
outdoor schools in your country?

“If knowledge is power, then learning is a superpower.”  
Jim Kwik  
Discuss.

subject special
features

jobs

31MODULE 2

In Australia, the school year goes from late 
January to mid-December. It lasts 200 days. 
Is it the same in your country?

 ❯ verb + s I eat – he eats, I like – he likes
 ❯ verb -ss/-sh/-ch/-x/-o + es I go – he goes,  

I wash – she washes
 ❯ verb ending in a consonant + y → y + -ies  

I cry – he cries
 ❯ BUT verbs ending in vowel + -y + -s I enjoy – he enjoys

*Find examples in the dialogue on p. 30.

SPEAKING

8 Use your notes in Ex.5 to tell the class your 
partner’s daily routine. Use sequence words.

I/you play
he/she/it plays
we/you/they play

 ❯ habits/routines. I go to school at 8:00 am.

Time adverbs/phrases usually, often, every day/week, etc.

3rd-person singular – spelling rules

5  Tell each other about your daily 
routine. Make notes.

GRAMMAR

VOCABULARY
Daily routines

4 Fill in: do, have, go, get or play. 

6 Complete the text with the verbs in the list 
in the correct form of the present simple.   

• chat  • finish  • have  • get up  • go (x2)  • do  
• watch  • catch  • walk

Hi! My name is Joe and I’m 13 years old. On weekdays, 
I 1) ............................... early every morning. 
First, I 2) ............................... breakfast with my sister 
Rosie and then we 3) ............................... the bus to school.
After we 4) ............................... school, Rosie 
5) ............................... to basketball practice and I 
6) ............................... back home. In the afternoon, we 
7) ............................... our homework. After dinner, I 
8) ............................... TV and Rosie 9) ............................... with 
her friends online, before we 10) ............................... to 
bed at 10:00.

Present simple (affirmative) “

“ Sequence words

We use first, then and after that to show sequence 
of events. In the morning, I get up at early. First,  
I have a shower. Then I get dressed. After that,  
I have breakfast.

PRONUNCIATION

7  Write the third-person singular. Listen 
and tick. Listen and repeat.

      \s\ \z\ \Iz\
 1 (have)  has    
 2 (push)  ............................   
 3 (try)  ............................   
 4 (finish)  ............................   
 5 (eat)  ............................   
 6 (walk)  ............................   

AT NOON  IN THE AFTERNOON

IN THE EVENING

1) .......... up brush teeth

6)  .......... lunch

8)  .......... dinner

2)  .......... a shower

come back home

9)   .......... video 
games

IN THE MORNING

4)  .......... breakfast3)  .......... dressed 5)  .......... to school

7)  .......... homework

10)  .......... to 
bed

watch 
videos

Culture snippets familiarising 
students with the culture of 

the target language

Exam-based  
tasks developing 

reading skills

Vocabulary 
practice 

tasks

Vocabulary 
activation 

tasks

Tasks developing 
critical thinking 

skills

Values sections to 
develop students’ social 
and interpersonal skills
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12 MODULE 1

SOFT SKILLS

 Watch the video. Which 21st-century skills are mentioned? 

READING  

1  Read the infographic quickly and label  
the paragraphs: creativity, organisation,  
communication, flexibility.

2  Read the infographic again. For each question (1-6), choose the correct answer  
(A, B, C or D). Listen and check. Then explain the phrases in bold.

 1 A stages B steps C actions D movements
 2 A take B give C bring D have
 3 A Current B Present C Recent D Modern
 4 A bit B section C part D piece
 5 A goes B does C runs D lasts
 6 A watchers B spectators C audience D viewers

3   Imagine you are working part-time at a café. Give examples of thinking 
outside the box to attract more customers.

Many CEOs, athletes  
and artists belong to 
the 4 am club. They 
wake up at 4 am to do 
a workout and plan 
their day ahead! 

Can you easily work from 
home or in an office, alone 
or as 4) .......... of a team? 
Then you’ve got just what 
companies are looking for: 
flexibility! Change doesn’t 
worry or upset you – you 
can go with the flow and 
still do great work.

3) .......... companies value 
creativity and they’re always 
looking for ways to develop 
and improve, so they need 
people who can think 
outside the box and come 
up with original ideas.

There are lots of different 
ways to communicate in 
today’s world: face-to-face 
meetings, presentations, 
emails, social media, video 
calls – the list 5) .......... on 
and on! But communication 
isn’t just about talking –  
it’s about knowing your 
6) .......... and understanding 
what they want too.

Are you ready to take your first 1) .......... into the world of work? Hard skills – your education 
and qualifications – are important but it’s your soft skills that make you stand out from the 

crowd. Here we 2) .......... a look at four soft skills you need in the 21st century.

• hard skills  • soft skills  • increase  • high-quality  
• value  • develop  • come up with  • original

You can be busy all day, 
but if you don’t organise 
your tasks carefully, how 
much work do you actually 
do? Planning increases 
productivity, so you can 
produce a lot of high-
quality work!

There are a lot of free 
planner apps for students. 
Are you using one?

“An essential aspect of 
creativity is not being afraid 
to fail.” – Edwin Land Based on research, the 

best team size is between
4 and 9 members.

77% of employers believe 
that communication skills 
are essential.

A .......................................

B ....................................... C .......................................
D .......................................

CLIL units to help students explore the 
language through other subject areas 

(PSHE, Geography, Biology, etc)

Development 
of 21st century 

skills
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13MODULE 1

LISTENING
6 a)  You are going to listen to a voicemail. 

Look at the notes below. What is the voicemail 
about? Listen and find out.

 1 The project is for .................................... class. 
 2 One of Anna’s soft skills is that she is  

....................................
 3 Anna is researching productivity, teamwork and 

.................................... . 
 4 She wants to meet Becky on .................................... . 
 5 The girls can work on their project at  

.................................... .
 6 Anna says they can use her new laptop to make 

a(n) .................................... .

 b)  Listen again and complete the notes with 
information from it.

EVERYDAY ENGLISH
Asking for/giving advice 

7  Listen to and read the 
dialogue. Which skill does 
Helen need to develop?

 Helen: Excuse me, Mr Harris. I need your 
advice. I have a problem organising my 
homework; it’s just too much. What do 
you suggest?

 Teacher: Have you thought about breaking it 
down into smaller tasks? This way, your 
homework doesn’t seem so difficult to 
deal with.  

 Helen: That’s a good idea. Do you have any 
other advice?

 Teacher: Yes. You should write a to-do list when 
you get home from school every day. 
Write your tasks in order and tick off 
each one when you complete it. 

 Helen: That’s great! Thanks, Mr Harris!

SPEAKING

8  Your friend isn’t doing very well in his/her 
Art class and wants your advice about how to be 
more creative. Act out a dialogue similar to the one 
in Ex. 7. Use the prompts and the phrases below.

•  visit art galleries
•  look at famous works of art online 

•  What’s your advice?

•  What (else) do you 

advise me to do?

•  Any (other) ideas 

on how to …?

• Why don’t you …?
•  It might be a good idea to …
•  You’d better/ought to …

GRAMMAR

Present simple
He does his homework every afternoon. (habit/routine)
Doctors study for many years. (fact)
The workshop finishes at 9:15. (future timetable)

Present continuous
Ken is taking a break now. (action happening now)
He is looking for a job. (temporary action/situation)
We’re attending a seminar tomorrow. (fixed 
arrangement in the near future)

Stative verbs
 ❯ Stative verbs describe a state and don’t have 

continuous forms. I don’t understand this. (NOT: I’m 
not understanding …)

 ❯ Some stative verbs can be used in continuous tenses 
but there is a difference in meaning.

 I think this is a suitable job for me. (= believe) 
  I’m thinking of changing jobs. (= considering) 

*Find examples in the text on p. 12. 

Present simple/continuous/Stative verbs

4 Put the verbs in brackets into the present simple 
or the present continuous. Which are stative 
verbs? Give reasons.

 1 Sophia  .................................................................  (plan)  
her week every Sunday evening.

 2   .....................................................................  (you/work)  
on the project right now?

 3 We  ............................................................ (not/attend)  
the seminar tomorrow.

 4   ..................................................  (this laptop/belong)  
to you?

 5 The meeting .......................................... (begin) at 9.  
Don’t be late.

 6 Tim  ..............................................  (love) his new job.

5 Complete the sentences with: think, have, look, 
appear, taste in the present simple or the present 
continuous. Give reasons.

 1 I .................................... of attending a workshop 
about 21st-century skills. .................................... 
(you) it’s a good idea?

 2 Our new manager .................................... on TV 
tonight. It .................................... he’s famous.

 3 I .................................... an interview later today.  
I .................................... the hard skills for the job, 
but I’m not sure about my soft skills.

 4 A: Ellie .................................... upset. What’s wrong? 
  B: She .................................... for a new job but she 

can’t find one. 
 5 I .................................... the young chef’s soup but 

I’m afraid it .................................... very salty.

GR p. ??

Grammar 
videos

presenting the 
structures

Notions & 
functions for 

everyday 
communication

Pairwork – 
Communicative 
tasks activating 
new language

Grammar tasks 
allowing students 

to practise the 
new structures
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14 MODULE 1

ANY ADVICE?

 Watch the video. What skills does the careers expert give advice about?

READING  

1  Read the first paragraph in the email. What is Mary’s problem? What advice does Daniel 
give her? Listen and read to find out.

2 a) Read the email again and complete the table. 

 b) Which of the phrases in bold in the email: give advice? express a result?

3  Is Daniel’s advice useful to Mary? Why?

Giving advice
When writing  
an email giving 
advice, you  
need to mention 
expected results 
for each piece of 
advice.

EXPECTED RESULTSADVICE

1) 

2) 

Hi Mary,
Thanks for your email. Critical thinking is very 
important, but it’s one of the hardest skills to master. I 
think I can help, though.
First, apart from your homework, you could read lots 
of books and online articles. That way, you can learn 
more about the world and gain more knowledge 
about subjects outside school. After all, the more 
information you have, the more deeply you can think 
about various issues.
Another idea is to participate in group projects at 
school. By doing this, you can learn how other 
people your age think and realise that different people 
have different views and opinions. This means your 
way of thinking can be far more balanced.
I hope my advice helps. Let me know how it goes.
Best wishes,
Daniel

• master  • issue  
• view • balanced

Variety of reading 
genres (emails, 

articles, essays, etc) 
that also work as 

models for students’ 
own pieces of writing

Development of 
writing techniques
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15MODULE 1

GRAMMAR

Comparisons

adjective comparative superlative

strong stronger (than) the strongest (of/in)

brave braver (than) the bravest (of/in)

easy easier (than) the easiest (of/in)

difficult more difficult 
(than) 

the most difficult  
(of/in)

adverb comparative superlative

hard harder (than)  the hardest (of/in)

early earlier (than) the earliest (of/in)

Irregular forms: good/well – better – the best, bad/badly 
– worse – the worst, much/many/a lot of – more – the 
most, little – less – the least, far – farther/further – the 
farthest/furthest, old – older/elder – the oldest/eldest

Types of comparisons
 ❯ I think that listening is as important as speaking.
 ❯ I am not so/as confident as my sister.
 ❯ The students are even/much/a lot/far/a little/a bit/

slightly more focused on their work now.
 ❯ His leadership skills are getting better and better.
 ❯ The more I practise public speaking, the more I enjoy 

it.
 ❯ Flexibility is by far the most difficult skill to master.
 ❯ You’re creative enough to run a business, but you’re 

too disorganised.

*Find examples in the email on p. 14.

GR p. ??

4 Put the adjectives/adverbs into the correct form.

 1 Colin usually finishes his work ................................ 
(early) than the others.

 2 Cora works ............................... (hard) of all the kids.
 3 Sam’s public speaking skills are ................................ 

(good) than mine.
 4 What is ................................ (useful) skill of all? 
 5 If you need ................................ (far) information 

about soft skills, let me know.

5 Choose the correct option.

 1 That’s by far/far/much the best project of all.
 2 I’m not a lot/so/than creative as Tom.
 3 The more careful you are, the few/fewer/fewest 

mistake you make. 
 4 My new part-time job comes with very/lot/

even more responsibilities than my old one.
 5 Olivia doesn’t feel confident too/enough/far to 

give a speech.

 1 What are you going to write? Who for?
 2 What style are you going to write it in?
 3 How should you start/finish your email?

8 a) Watch the video on p. 14 again and take 
notes under the headings: advice – expected 
results. Add your own ideas.

 b) Use your answers from Ex. 7 and your notes 
from Ex. 8a to write your email to Harry. Use 
phrases from the Useful Language box and 
follow the plan below. Use the email in Ex. 1 as a 
model.

Giving advice

• Why don’t you …?.  • It would/could be a good idea to …
• You should (also) …  • I (strongly) advise you to …
• Another idea would be to …  • If I were you, I would … 

Expected results

• If you do this, you’ll …  • This means that …  
• If you follow my/this advice, …  
• … would be better because … 

Hi Harry,
Para 1:  sympathise with Harry’s problem & 

offer to help 
Para 2: give advice and say expected results
Para 3:  express hope that things will go 

well; closing remarks
Write back soon,
(your first name)

Plan

6 Use the appropriate structures to compare the 
three students.

  Joy is more organised than Mike but Brad is by far 
the most organised of all.

WRITING (an email giving advice)

7 Read the rubric and underline the key words. 
Then answer the questions.

Your English-speaking friend, Harry, wants to 
improve his leadership skills, but he isn’t sure 
how to do it. Write an email to Harry giving him 
advice (100-120 words).

organised flexible creative communicative

Joy

Mike

Brad

✓✓

✓ ✓✓

✓

✓✓✓✓✓ ✓

✓✓✓ ✓

✓✓✓ ✓✓

✓✓✓

Writing videos 
helping students 

understand 
structure of 

writing tasks

Simple, concise 
plans at a glance

Useful language 
to help students 
do their writing 

tasks

Rubric analysis
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TEEN JOBS

MODULE 1

 Watch the video. Take notes and give a summary to the class.

READING  

1  Work in groups of 4. Each student reads one advert. Tell the others in your group 
what the advert is about.

Are you a good swimmer?  
Can you remain calm in stressful situations?  

Do you have good communication skills?  

Can you work weekends?  
Are you between the ages of 16 and 19?

If you answered YES to the above,  

we would like to hear from you.

• starting rate of £9.60 per hour   
• free uniform  • flexible working hours  

• lifeguard certificate is necessary

We are looking for a responsible young person to take care of our house while we are away on holiday. You will work 40 hours a week, Monday to Saturday in August. Your daily chores will include: watering plants, receiving packages and mail, feeding the goldfish and keeping the house tidy at all times.
No previous experience is necessary, but you must be at least 17 years old.If you think you are suitable for the job, please apply NOW!lillian@jmail.com

Bristol City Centre

A B

D

2  Listen to and read the texts. Which job (A, B, C or D)

 1 lasts for a short time?
 2 requires special training?
 3 involves working at various locations?
 4 provides you with work clothes?

 5 might offer you things for free?
 6 is not suitable for 16-year-olds?
 7 allows you to work from home?
 8 requires you to apply in person?

3  If you could do one of the jobs in the adverts, which would you choose and why? 
Which would you definitely not choose? Why?

Writers Wanted!
Ink Youth Magazine is seeking writers for its website. 
Pay is based on the number of people who read your 
articles and you may also receive free tickets to events. 
A good knowledge of computers is 
necessary. This is a great 
opportunity to earn some extra 
cash while you are working on 
your PC at home.
We want people who are 
enthusiastic, skilled writers.

• lifeguard  • remain  • stressful  
• communication  • rate  • flexible  
• certificate  • CV  • responsible  
• suitable  • seek  • knowledge  
• enthusiastic  • skilled   
• the life of the party

Extreme Water Park
Send your CV to: 
careers@extremewp.com

Britain’s number one team of kids’ party 

entertainers, WAHOO PARTIES is looking 

for young people who like being the life of 

the party, and are good at organising 

activities for 3- to 10-year-olds.

Start your career at WAHOO PARTIES today.

• earn up to £40 per hour 

• choose the hours you work 

• free training and transport to events

Applicants must be 16 or over. Visit our 

offices in Leicester Square for more 

information and to fill in an application  

form (9 am to 5 pm,  

Monday to Friday).

WORK FOR

Does this sound like you?
Send your CV to: info@inkyouth.com

D

C

Mediation tasks allowing 
learners to explain 

concepts and simplify 
messages in order to 
transmit information  
and facilitate mutual 

understanding
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VOCABULARY
Jobs & Qualities

4 a) Which jobs can you see in the pictures?

 A swimming instructor D referee
 B social media editor E tutor
 C surf coach F camp leader

 b) Fill in: experienced, reliable, sociable, pleasant, 
passionate, fair. Then match the statements 1-6 to 
the jobs in Ex. 4a. 

 1 I need to be .................................. so as to make the 
correct decisions about the game.

 2 I’m .................................. in creating content and I 
often help my dad with posts for his company.

 3 Parents consider me a(n) .................................. 
person and they trust me to teach their kids this 
specific skill.

 4 It’s important to be .................................. in this job 
because you meet lots of new kids every week.

 5 I’m very .................................. about my job and I try 
to pass my love for the ocean on to my students.

 6 To do this job, you need to have a(n)  
.................................. personality so as to make 
students feel comfortable during the lesson.

Work & Payment

5 Choose the correct option. Then fill in: wage, 
salary, bonus, pay, pension, unemployment.

 1 Jim is 66 in March, so he plans to retire/resign 
and spend his ....................................... on travelling.

 2 If Fred’s manager quits/fires him, he can claim  
....................................... benefit while he’s looking 
for a new job.

 3 Are you sure you want to apply/employ for a 
job at that department store? The hourly  
....................................... is very low.

 4 Joe is planning to resign/quit her job if she 
doesn’t get a ....................................... rise.

 5 After his huge mistake, we don’t believe the 
CEO deserves his high ....................................... and 
we expect him to fire/resign.

 6 Victoria helped to hire/apply 20 new staff and 
her boss is so happy she’s giving her a  
.......................................!

1 2 3

LISTENING
6  You are going to listen to five short 

dialogues. Look at the questions and the options. 
What is each about? Listen and check.

 1 You hear two teenagers talking. What does 
Annie want to do?

  A sign up for sports
  B earn some money
  C apply for university
 2 You hear two friends talking. Gary is getting a 

new job because he wants
  A a higher salary.
  B another pay rise.
  C to do a different type of work.
 3 You hear two young people talking. Why 

doesn’t the girl want a job?
  A She thinks other activities are more 

important.
  B She wants to go to university first.
  C She doesn’t think she has the right skills.
 4 You hear two teenagers talking. The girl wants
  A to teach at a university.
  B to run a business.
  C to work on space travel.
 5 You hear two friends talking. The girl works 

part-time
  A at a diner.
  B as a babysitter.
  C for her family’s business.

7  Listen again. For each question, choose the 
correct answer (A, B or C). 

PRONUNCIATION  
in diphthongs \aI\, \eI\, \´U\

8  Put the words in the correct box. Listen and 
check, then repeat.

• day  • know  • fight  • shape  • home  • life

  \aI\ 

  \eI\

  \´U\

SPEAKING

9  Your best friend is looking for a part-
time job that he/she can do over the summer. 
You have seen the job adverts on p. 16. Choose 
TWO of these jobs and send your friend a 
voicemail to describe them and say why you 
think they would be suitable for him/her.

Exam-based  
listening tasks 

developing students’ 
listening skills

Pronunciation 
and intonation 

patterns
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SUCCESS STORY

MODULE 1

Destiny Snow is an American secondary school student from 
Atlanta, Georgia. But that’s not all. She’s also the CEO of a company that 
makes half a million dollars a year!
Destiny’s company, which is called SnowGlam, sells beauty products online. 
With start-up costs of just $600, Destiny’s story is certainly one of success. 
1)   You have to work hard to make your mark in today’s world of online 
shopping. Luckily, Destiny isn’t a person who starts something without a 

plan and she’s constantly studying business management.
Like most teenagers, Destiny also knows about the power of 
social media – and she uses it. 2)   She also understands that 
to make money, we sometimes have to spend it. For example, 
there’s a high price tag on paying influencer Ari Fletcher to 
mention one of SnowGlam’s products, but it’s an investment 
which Destiny doesn’t regret. The result? 3)   That’s definitely 
worth it!
Destiny runs SnowGlam as a part-time job. After all, she’s still at 
school! 4)   This is the only career for her. She already knows 
a lot about starting and running a business, and she doesn’t 
want to keep it to herself! She writes ebooks for other 
ambitious teenagers who want to follow in her footsteps. 
So, what is Destiny’s number one tip? “Believe in yourself, and 
don’t wait for opportunities to come to you. Create them.”  
5)   Entrepreneurs need to believe in their ideas, work hard 
and make things happen!

 Watch the video. Why did these teenagers decide to become
 entrepreneurs?

READING  

1 Read the article. What makes Destiny Snow’s company successful?

• start-up costs  • success  • price tag  • influencer  
• investment  • regret  • promotion 

2 Read the article again. Five sentences have been removed from it. For each gap, choose the 
correct sentence. There are three extra sentences which you do not need to use.

 A This is what being an entrepreneur is all about – and this is why Destiny Snow is so good at it. 
 B A lot of entrepreneurs start out on social media.
 C But she doesn’t think of being an entrepreneur as a temporary job. 
 D She runs promotions and makes money from every post. 
 E It’s not easy to make decisions about the future at such a young age.
 F But success doesn’t just happen!
 G These days, more and more businesses are 

moving online.
 H $65,000 and 3,000 new followers in one day.

  Listen and check. Then explain the 
phrases in bold.

Would you  
consider setting up  

your own company?  

Why/why not?

Hillary Yip is one of the 
youngest CEOs in the 

world. She set up 
MinorMynas, a language 

learning 
app, at 

the age 
of 15!

An entrepreneur
is someone who has 
an idea which they 

turn into a
business.

Reflection
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VOCABULARY
Working life

3 Choose the correct word. Check in your 
dictionary.

Helen, you won’t believe it! I just got a 1) full-
time/part-time job at Coffee Hub as a barista 
for the next month (weekends only) to fill in for 
a colleague who is on sick 2) leave/break. You 
know I don’t like sitting at a desk, so this 
3) manual/office job is great for me. It’s not very 
4) well-paid/low-paid, but I don’t work long 
hours and I can meet new people. Why don’t 
you come by the café on Sunday morning?

CAMP WINDERMERE
is looking for an enthusiastic 
young person to join their team. 
This is a 5) permanent/
temporary job as a camp 
leader for six weeks this 
summer. It doesn’t matter if you 

are 6) qualified/unskilled because we provide new 
7) employees/employers with all the training they need.
To apply, click here and fill out the 8) reference/application form.

5 Match the phrases (1-6) to the phrases (A-F) to 
form sentences and fill in the correct relative 
pronoun or adverb.

 1  That is the shop 
 2  That is the boy 
 3  This is the application form 
 4  2025 is the year 
 5  Gaining experience is the reason
 6  Those are the girls

 A .................... I finish school.
 B .................... I want to work as an intern.
 C .................... work part-time at the restaurant.
 D .................... parents own the café.
 E .................... my sister works.
 F .................... I want to fill out.

6 Complete the sentences with the appropriate 
relative pronoun/adverb. Add commas where 
necessary. Write D for defining, ND for non-
defining and if the relative can be omitted or not, 
as in the example.

 1 My mum’s office, which is on Markham Street, is 
on the seventh floor. ND – not omitted

 2 Mrs Jones ...................... coaches the basketball 
team is my aunt.

 3 That’s the shop ...................... I work part-time at 
the weekends.

 4 Adam ...................... parents are social media 
editors wants to be an influencer.

 5 What is the reason ...................... you want to be 
an entrepreneur?

 6 2030 is the year ...................... I expect to graduate.

SPEAKING
7 Describe the photo 

to your partner. 
Talk about: the 
person – the place 
they work – the job 
they do. Use 
relative clauses.

We use the relative pronouns who/that (people), which/
that (animals/objects/ideas), whose (possession) and the 
relative adverbs where (places), when (time) and why 
(reason) to introduce relative clauses.
 ❯ A defining relative clause gives necessary 

information and is essential to the meaning of the 
main sentence. We do not put the clause in commas, 
and it is introduced with who, which, that, whose, 
where, when and the reason (why). The relative 
pronoun can be omitted when it is the object of the 
relative clause. These are the clothes (which) I wear 
to work.

 ❯ A non-defining relative clause gives extra 
information and is not essential to the meaning of 
the main sentence. The clause is put in commas, and 
it is introduced with who, which, whose, where and 
when. We cannot omit the relative pronoun or 
adverb. We cannot use that instead of who or which. 
These clothes, which I wear to work, belong to the 
company.

*Find examples in the article on p. 18.

Relative clauses

8  Design your own company. Decide on: 
the product/service – your market – the name of 
your company – your logo – the roles of each 
person, etc. Give a speech to present your 
company to the class. Vote for the best company 
idea.

4 Now make sentences with the words you didn’t 
use.

GRAMMAR

GR p. ??

Windermere

Projects 
developing 

students’ creative 
skills

Exam-based  
speaking tasks
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20 MODULE 1

PART-TIME JOBS

2 Read the email again and match the descriptions (1-3) to the paragraphs (A-C).

 1  age, studies/qualifications/work experience/personal characteristics
 2  CV attached/when available for interview/closing remarks
 3  reason for writing

3  Is Amelia the right person for the job? Why (not)?

4 Find examples of formal style in the email in Ex. 3.

5 Replace the informal phrases in bold in the sentences with formal ones from the list.

• I look forward to hearing  • Please find attached  • I am interested in doing   
• I am fluent in  • I am writing with the regards to the advertisement  

 1 This is about the advert for part-time waiters on your website.
 2 I want to do this job.
 3 I can speak French, German and Spanish very well. 
 4 I’m sending you a copy of my CV.
 5 Can’t wait to get a reply from you.

Formal style
•  full verb forms  
•  formal 

vocabulary and 
expressions  

•  formal linking 
words and 
phrases

•  formal greeting/
sign off  

•  polite, 
impersonal 
language

 Watch the video. What skills should tour guides have?

READING  

1  Listen to and read the email. What is it about?

Dear Ms Farrier,

A  I am writing to apply for the position of tour guide which is 
advertised in College News. I think I am suitable for this job.

B  I am 19 years old and I am studying History, French and Spanish. 
I have got GCSEs in both languages. In addition, I work part-time at a 
café. I am good with customers because I am friendly and sociable. I work 
hard and I am a fast learner.

C  I think I would really enjoy working at Inglenook Tours Limited. 
Please find attached my CV and a reference letter from my current 
employer. I am available for an interview any day of the week after 
3:30 pm. I look forward to hearing from you.

Yours sincerely,

Amelia Richards

Angela.Farrier@zahoo.com

Job application

• suitable  • reference letter
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WRITING (an email applying for a post)

8 Read the rubric and underline the key 
words. Then answer the questions.

 1 Who is going to read your email?
 2 What style are you going to write it in?
 3 What information are you going to include in 

each paragraph?
 4 How should you begin/end the email?
  A Dear Sir/Madam,/Yours faithfully, (full name)
  B Dear Greenvale Camp,/Yours sincerely, (full 

name)

9 Use your answers from Exs 7 and 8 as well as your 
own ideas and suitable phrases from the Useful 
Language box to write your email. Follow the 
plan. Use the email in Ex. 1 as a model.

Opening remarks

•  I am writing with regards to the advertisement for …  .  
I would like to apply …

•  With reference to your advertisement in the … on the …,  
I am interested in applying for the position of … . I think I 
am a good candidate for this job.

Qualifications/Skills/Work experience/Personal 
characteristics

• I am … years old and I am currently studying for …  
• I am taking a degree in …  • I work as a (part-time) …  
• I consider myself to be (hardworking, etc).

Closing remarks

•  Please find attached a copy of my CV/a letter from my 
previous employer.

• I am available for an interview on weekday afternoons. 
• I look forward to your reply.

Write an email applying for the post (100-120 
words).

Dear …,
Para 1: reason for writing 
Para 2:  age, studies/qualifications, work 

experience, personal characteristics
Para 3:  CV attached/when available for 

interview/closing remarks
Yours sincerely + (full name)

Plan

VOCABULARY
Character adjectives

6 a) Fill in: ambitious, punctual, outgoing, 
responsible, curious.

 1 I’m ........................................ by nature and I love 
learning about new things.

 2 I consider myself to be ........................................ and 
I try hard to become successful.

 3 I’m a(n) ........................................ person and I can 
make decisions on my own.

 4 Being ........................................ is very important for 
me; I am never late for work.

 5 I have a(n) ........................................ personality and I 
enjoy meeting new people.

 b)  Which of these qualities have you/
your friends got?

LISTENING
7  Listen to the recorded message from Jennifer 

applying for a job and complete her CV with a 
word, number or short phrase.

Name: Jennifer 
1) ......................................

Age:
2) ......................................

Contact details:
jen_m 3) ............................@mail.com

Education: 
10 GCSEs from Middletown Secondary School
Currently studying 4) ....................................... at Middletown 
College 

Skills and achievements:
Advanced ICT skills, good 5) ....................................... skills, 
excellent knowledge of sign language

Work experience:
Help at a(n) 6) ....................................... for children with 
disabilities 

Personal characteristics:
7) ......................................., kind, sociable and fun

Interests:
doing extreme sports, 8) ....................................... and cycling

References:
available upon request

CV

You have seen this online job advert and would 
like to apply. 

WANTED: Camp leader
(part-time summer job for teens)

Must be sociable and fun
Experience working with children an advantage

Apply by email to Greenvale Camp

Group 
work
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PHRASAL VERBS
2 a) Study the phrasal verbs and use them to 

complete the questions in the quiz.

 b) Do the quiz to find out which type of job is 
best for you!

• carry out: do/complete a task/job
• get along (with): be friendly to others
•  keep up with: learn about the latest news, trends, etc
•  put off: decide to do something at a later time/date
• set up: create or start (a business) 
•  write down: make a note on a piece of paper

Why does the IT department 
want to employ several spiders?

Hint: What do spiders do?

WORDS OFTEN CONFUSED
1 Complete the Did you know? box with the correct 

word. Check in your dictionary.

	 	 • job		• work

   During their life, the average person spends 
about 90,000 hours at .......................... .

   Over 40% of workers believe that to do a good 
.......................... , they need to have an 
organised desk.

	 	 • wage		• salary

  In Ghana, the average daily .......................... of 
a 14-year-old child who works on a cocoa farm 
is less than $1 – not enough to buy a bar of 
chocolate.

  The word .......................... comes from the 
Latin word for salt (sal), because in ancient 
Rome, soldiers received salt as part of their pay.

	 	 • win		• earn

  Ryan Kaji and his twin sisters have a popular 
YouTube channel for kids’ toys, with 33.8 million 
subscribers. Together, they .......................... 
about $27 million a year.

  Anna Paquin is one of the youngest actresses to 
.......................... an Oscar at the age of 11.

	 	 • teach		• learn

  Soborno Isaac Bari, born in 2012, is the 
youngest professor in the world. He is qualified 
to .......................... college students maths and 
science.

  The University of Winsconsin-Madison offers 
courses on Elvish to those who want to 
.......................... how to speak the languages 
created by J.R.R. Tolkien.

1

3

5

7

2

4

6

8

Mostly YES: You have a good mind for business and 
technology. You would do well as a manager, 
website designer or computer engineer.

Mostly NO: You’re active and adventurous. You could 
become a pilot, tour guide, coach or 
photographer.

   YES NO
1 Do you like to ............................ on paper  

what you need to do each day?   
2 Do you try to ............................ new  

technologies?   
3 Can you ............................ difficult tasks on  

your own?   
4 Do you often ............................ decisions  

until the last moment?   
5 Do you ............................ well ............................  

most of your classmates?   
6 Would you like to ............................ your  

own business one day?   

 

22 MODULE 1

Fun tasks boosting students’ vocabulary 
(words often confused, phrasal verbs, 

prepositional phrases and word formation)

Riddles and 
brainteasers related 
to content of module
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 1  act A -er
 2  assist B -or
 3  design C -ant
 4  music D -ian
 5  journal E -ist

GRAMMAR REVIEW
5 Choose the correct option.

 1 The young man who is waiting for the 
interview … to be very nervous.

  A appear C appears
  B appearing D is appearing
 2 Ken is … as Thomas.
  A as friendly C friendliest
  B friendlier D friendly
 3 My boss, … office is next to mine, works late 

every evening.
  A who C whose
  B who’s  D which
 4 The flight from Brussels … at 10:35 am.
  A arrives C arriving
  B is arriving D arrive
 5 … about accepting their job offer?
  A You think C You are thinking
  B Do you think  D Are you thinking
 6 The harder he works, … successful he becomes.
  A the most C most
  B the more  D more 

6 Complete the second sentence so that it means 
the same as the first. Use two to five words 
including the word in bold.

 1 Steve is considering finding a part-time job for 
the summer. OF

  Steve  .................................................................................   
finding a part-time job for the summer.

 2 Mr Collins doesn’t often arrive late at work. 
RARELY

  Mr Collins  .......................................................  at work.
 3 Greg is a medical student. His dream is to 

become a doctor. DREAM
  Greg is a medical student  .........................................  

  ....................................................  to become a doctor.
 4 No other student is as smart as Paula. FAR
  Paula is  ................................................. student of all.
 5 My sister works in this café. WORKS
  This is the café  .............................................................  .

better than one.

What does it mean?

Two heads are

ME WAITING FOR MY 
CLASS TO BE QUIET!

MEMES

Make
 your own 

meme.

WORD FORMATION
Nouns referring to people/jobs

4 a) Match the words in column A to the suffixes 
in column B to create nouns referring to jobs. 

 b) What is each person’s job?

 1 I work in a shop and help people choose what to 
buy. ...........................................

 2 I’m a member of an orchestra; I play the piano.  
...........................................

 3 I write articles for newspapers, television or 
online news sites. ...........................................

 4 I make drawings of clothes and furniture.  
...........................................

 5 I perform in plays, films and on television.  
...........................................

A
B

PREPOSITIONS
3 ICT   Fill in the correct preposition. Check in 

your dictionary. Then say whether the 
statements are T (true) or F (false). Check online.

 1 According .............. research, students in  
Greece get the most homework in the world.  .........

 2 In Central Africa, .............. least one-third of  
12-to 14-year-olds do not attend school.  .........

 3 .............. average, 35% of US teens with a  
part-time summer job work in the food industry.  .........

 4 Shishi High School in China is the world’s oldest  
school. It’s 1,150 years old, but its equipment and 
teaching methods are .............. to date.  .........

 5 Students in Chile are .............. summer holidays  
from June until September.  .........

23MODULE 1

Exam-based tasks 
allowing students to 

revise and consolidate 
grammar structures of 

the module

Research 
tasks

Theme-related  
idioms to help  

students gain a deeper 
understanding of the 

English language
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PUBLIC SPEAKING

PRESENT YOUR DREAM JOB
Beginning

1 Which beginning uses a personal anecdote?

 A I follow famous people online and I look at 
their jobs – actors, influencers and models – 
and wonder if I want to be famous too. Well, 
not really! Fame brings a lot of pressure. My 
dream job is to make a difference without 
being the centre of attention.

 B “What do you want to be when you grow up?” 
We hear this question a lot as kids, but as a 
teenager, how often do you think about the 
answer? There’s a lot of pressure on teens to 
choose a career, but that doesn’t mean you 
have to forget your dreams. I want to make my 
dream job my real job.

Organising ideas

2 Put the notes under the correct heading.

Responsibilities

I want to do this job because …

ConsPros

• dangerous job  • respond to emergency calls 
• save lives  • stay fit and healthy   
• teach children and adults fire safety  
• make the world a better place  
• have a steady job  • work long hours

Ending

3 Which quotation is appropriate for the topic?

4  Listen to Eric’s presentation. How does he 
begin and end his presentation?

  Now give more 
information about your  
dream job.

  What does this job involve/What 
responsibilities do you have in  
your dream job?

  What are the pros of this job?
  What about cons?
  Why do you want to do this job?

  Think of  
your dream job.

  What is it?1

4   Use your 
notes to prepare  
your presentation.

5   Present  
your dream job  
to the class.

  Which of your 
classmates’ 
presentations did  
you like best?  
What are its/their 
strongest points?

You can start your presentation with a funny or 
interesting personal story to make the audience 

more interested in listening to you.

You can end your presentation with a quotation 
from a well-known person. Make sure the quotation 

is short and relevant to the point you are making.

2

A B“Create the highest, 
grandest vision possible 
for your life, because you 
become what you 
believe.”

Oprah Winfrey

“If you can’t fly, run. If 
you can’t run, walk. If 
you can’t walk, crawl. 
But by all means, keep 
moving.” 

Martin Luther King, Jr.

  Practise in front 
of a mirror.3

Tips for 
effective 

presentations

Steps helping 
students prepare 

and give their 
presentations

Model 
presentation

Peer 
evaluation
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25MODULE 1

REVIEW

VOCABULARY
1 Fill in: university, state, secondary, primary, nursery.

 Kids aged 3-5 can attend 1) ............................... school. 

 At the age of 5, children start 2) .................................
school. They attend for free if it is a 
3) ..................................school. 

 When kids turn 11, they go to a 4) ................................
school. 

 Students who want to continue their education can go 
to a 5) ................................. or college.

....... /5

2 Choose the correct option.

 1 She’s very organised/experienced/ambitious 
in teaching students of all levels.

 2 Paul’s a reliable/communicative/curious 
person – you can trust him to do a good job.

 3 Cathy enjoys chatting with customers – she’s 
very suitable/sociable/responsible.

 4 The staff are always very friendly and pleasant/
creative/punctual with everyone.

 5 He is very fair/skilled/outgoing at web design.
....... /5

3 Fill in: retire, quit, fire, apply, hire. Then choose the 
correct option.

 1 They plan to ......................... Adam; he is always 
late for work/job.

 2 Tanya wants to ......................... for a new job that 
offers a good monthly wage/salary. 

 3 Julia plans to ......................... her job because of 
the low pay/bonus and long hours.

 4 When candidates have the right qualifications/
certificates, we ......................... them at once.

 5 Harry hopes to ......................... when he turns 67 
and live on a promotion/pension.

....... /10

4 Choose the correct option.

 1 Eric doesn’t get along/up with the new manager.
 2 Emily is planning to set up/on a new company.
 3 We need to carry off/out more research.
 4 On/At average, she studies two hours a day.
 5 According for/to research, doctors earn a lot.

....... /5

GRAMMAR
5 Put the verbs in brackets into the present simple 

or the present continuous.

 1   ........................................  (we/have) a meeting later  
today?

 2 My plane  ................................. (leave) at 8 tonight.
 3 I  ........................................  (not/believe) the perfect  

job exists. 
 4 My dad  .................................. (not/work) in a bank.
 5 Jobs  ............................................ (get) harder to find  

these days.
....... /10

6 Choose the correct option.

 1 I’m always busy, but today I’m even busier/
busiest.

 2 Alex earns twice as much than/as I do.
 3 The more you practise, the better/best you 

become.
 4 Of all the staff, Ryan is less/the least experienced.
 5 This is by far the worse/worst idea.

....... /5

7 Complete with the correct relative pronoun or 
adverb.

 1 This is the shop in ....................... Mark works. 
 2 That’s the boy ....................... works at the café.
 3 Two o’clock is ....................... the meeting starts.
 4 This is Eve, ....................... blog is very popular.
 5 That’s the reason ....................... he left his job.

....... /5

8 Complete the second sentence so that it means 
the same as the first. Use two to five words 
including the word in bold.

 1 Alex is busy with his homework now. DOING
  Alex  ........................................................................  now.
 2 I can’t afford to buy a new tablet. NOT
  I  ...........................................................................................   

enough money to buy a new tablet.
 3 He works faster than everyone else. THE
  He is  ............................................................................ all.
 4 Liam is the kindest person I know. AS
  No other person I know  .............................................   

Liam.
 5 My best friend is David. He works at the library. 

NAME
  My best friend,  ............................................................. ,  

works at the library.
....... /10

Review sections for students to revise and 
consolidate the content of the module
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Now 

I can …

26 MODULE 1

REVIEW

READING & WRITING
11 a) Read the text. For each question (1-6), 

choose the correct answer (A, B, C or D).

Work satisfaction is very important. Studies show that 
happy workers actually do 1) .......... and better work! So 
let’s find out what companies around the world are doing 
to keep their employees happy.
Workers in France have the ‘right to disconnect’. There’s 
actually a law from 2016 2) ..........  says no one has to 
reply to a work email when they’re not at 3) .......... . 
This is great for work-life balance!
Do you know that taking a break often 4) .......... 
productivity? In Sweden, they take this information 
seriously! Fika is their name for a coffee break and most 
companies have one at 10 am and 3 pm. Everyone steps 
5) .......... from their desks to have a drink, a snack and a 
chat with their colleagues before getting back to work......../10

LISTENING
10  Listen and for questions (1-3), choose the 

correct answer (A, B or C).

 1 You hear two friends talking about a university 
course. They think the course 

  A costs too much money.
  B lasts a very long time.
  C has very few teaching hours.
 2 You hear two teenagers talking about part-time 

jobs. Why does the boy dislike his job?
  A The work is too hard.
  B His new manager is unkind.
  C The other employees are awful.
 3 You hear two friends talking. Why does the girl 

want to quit her job?
  A She can make money another way.
  B She is too busy with sports.
  C She wants to focus on her school work.

......./15

EVERYDAY ENGLISH
9 Fill in: Do you have any other advice? – You ought to 

join a school sports team. – What’s the problem? 
– Why don’t you help me organise the clean-up in the 
park? – Any ideas on how I can do that?

 1 A much B more C most  D many
 2 A who B why C when D which
 3 A company B career C work D job
 4 A increases B rises C expands D grows
 5 A through B over C away D up

......./10
 b) Answer the questions.

 1 According to the text, who produces more 
work? 

 2 What does the ‘right to disconnect’ mean?
 3 What does the ‘right to disconnect’ improve? 
 4 What is fika? 
 5 When do fika usually take place? 

......./10
TOTAL ......./100

 Daniel: Hi, Jessica. Can I talk to you?
 Jessica: Sure, Daniel. 1) ....................................................................... 
 Daniel: Well, Mr Sparks says I need to improve my teamwork 

skills. 2) ....................................................................... 
 Jessica: 3) ....................................................................... You’re really 

good at PE. Why don’t you join the hockey team?
 Daniel: That’s a good idea – I can get fit at the same time! 

4) ....................................................................... 
 Jessica: Yes. 5) ....................................................................... You can 

improve your teamwork and organisation skills.
 Daniel: OK! Thanks, Jessica! When do we start?

Vocabulary
✓ talk about schools, school subjects & 

education 
✓ talk about jobs & qualities
✓ talk about work & payment 
✓ talk about the world of work 
✓ talk about people’s characters
Reading
✓ understand an article about unusual 

degrees (read for detail – multiple 
choice – answer questions) 

✓ understand an infographic of 21st 
century skills (skim – read for specific 
information – multiple-choice cloze) 

✓ understand an email giving advice 
(read for detail – T/F statements) 

✓ understand job adverts (read for 
detail – multiple matching) 

✓ understand an article about a teen 
entrepreneur (read for detail – 
missing sentences) 

✓ understand an email applying for 
a job (read for main idea – 
matching paragraphs to main 
idea)

Listening
✓ listen to a voicemail (listen for gist/

detail – gap fill) 

✓ listen to dialogues (listen for gist/
detail – multiple choice)

✓ listen to a message (listen for 
detail – gap fill)

Speaking
✓ talk about my school 
✓ ask for/give advice 
✓ talk about part-time jobs for teens 
✓ describe a photo
✓ design/present your own company
✓ present your dream job
Writing
✓ write an email giving advice 
✓ write an email applying for a post

Competences section  
for self-evaluation
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